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ABSTRACT
The history of the Chicago school system has.been

paralleito and intertwined with the'c;iflos political system,
illiproduca school system which serves, 1 diversity of interests

through a multiplicity of progiams,wit'h varying leveli of 1.,

effectiveness. Vocational education, in particular, now is conducted
in one superior trade school, several excellent vocational high
'schools, a hierarchy of lesser vocational hfjh schools; and, less
effectively, in the cfty'4 coniprehengive heighborhodd high Schools.
Recently, federal programs, such as'the,VocationalSducation`Act and
Amendments and the Comprehensive Employment and.Trginilig Act ('CETA)',
have begun to have,some inflkience on the vdcational,education program
in Chicago. As a result, if the ChiCago experience can be

eralized, twa,geparate systems ofvocational iducition have begun
b emerge In the United States. oifone side, vocational education is

offered by the public sbhCols; is financed through state and focal
funds; has slowly developed,over decadesqn.response.to pblitical'
pressures; and offers a range of inst,ruciion to'a.wide
social and-ethnic g oups,'At fits best, it provides high. quality
training to able st dente' who find jobs;. at' its .wors-t, it provides
Vocational orientat"on courses to bOrderline students who have'little
interest in educatiot"#nd little expectatiOn of:success In the job.
market. On the other side is a manpowerraining program 'provided:'
_through CETA,federally financed and'Closely tied to local political
Neaders. CETA programs prOVide.Second,,chailces for the school's worst
opulations, but have many' organizational and staff problems. A link
between the two aysteis is needed to more effectively serve the .

low-income, minority groups which neitfier system seems able to 'Serve
eflectively, both in Chicago and elsewhere in the country. (RC)
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Career Training or Education for Life:

Dilemmas'in,the Development of .Chicago Voational Education.

by
0

1 Paul E. Peterson-and Barry.G. Rabe
S.

Vocational, education has historically been justified according to
4

two distinctive, if overlapping, sp of understandings about the relation-

ships between schools and society. Many proponents of vocational eaucation, '

often themselves prominent men.of business, have argued that education

should provide students with a specifid,set of skills that will allow

them ready access to jobs 4n agriculture, commerce, and industry.
1

Other,.

proponents, however, most especially educators, reform-minded prof essionals
i

and some labor leaders, have felt' that preparing for a career should be

'intimately related td more general.preparationfo life:: These two tradi-''

2
4.

ntipns siawned"distindt sets of institutional arr gements designed to im-

plement snd sustain each view of apprOpriate vocational education. Those

who saw vocational education as c areer training thought Vocatioual insti-

tutions should be segregated from the paraphernalia of the educational
/

mainstreamIn order to concentrate on the vital_ task of finding viable

employment for the next generation. Those who saw vocationalism as.educal

tion fot life insisted that vocational education institUtioni be intimately,

0
linked to-the society's central education) systems.

:

Neither of thes views of,vocational education triumithed in the American

.
$

system of education. Nor have` these alternative perspectives been satis:
.,,,

.

f actorily reconciled with andther. Instead, they atOd as competing .
t

.

, .

strands and traditions, with first one dominant, then the other, The .

4

Kat
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1

accommodations that have been reached. in practice are especially tvident in

Chicago, a city, where boihtperspecties have Influenced local. school Policy

but where compromise has greatly modified each. Indeed, Chicago's propensity

'to treat all issues as susceptible to bargaining and compromise has yielded

results which cannot be clearly placed into either of the. o traditions.

,Instead, a new compound has been formed, shaped by the organizational interests

of thOse most directly involved in vocational policy-making.

The impact- of direct federal policies on the resulting compromise has

been minimal. Although recently4.enacted federal legislation calling for
1'

planningf evaluation, market sensitivity and reduction in sex discrimination
.

in principle c-Nall for major changes in pnActice, they have had only marginal

' \ effects. However, in one area.-- the manpower training programs funded under

\
.

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) -- federal policy has

been influential. These programs, funded almost entirely'by.federal dollars,

operate within the terms of strict government guidelines. Yet the consequences

of these guidelines for the overall system of vocational education services'

leave much to be desired. Indeed, it might even Fesaid Jat where federal

impact is the greatest its chances for showing success are.the least. Curidusly,

local vocational education policies seem successful because they concentrate

I

.

in areas where success is likely. Visible federal policies seem to fail be-

cause they concentrate in, areas where success is improbable. But we hasten

4 toward conclusions too quidkly; let us first present the social' sand'

"background against which 'vocational policy in Chicago has developed.
A . .

c

Stability and Change in Chicago's.Social and Economic Life
.

Chicago, "hog-butcher of the world," has for nearly a century been

1
one of-the greats Manufacturing and industrial centers of the world. With .

5
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the completion in 1848` of a canal system 'linking the Chicago Riverato the
f.

v
Illinois River, Chicago had the extraordinary good fortune of being located

. ,

at the juncture of two of the great inland water systems of the United;States --

1
. -..,..

the Great Lakes and the Missis ippi River basin (Condit, 1973). Its,rate of

growth in -subsequent decades Is so

to the city's industrial core; and

rapid that every railroad Sought access

once these rail' lihee were fixed, the
o.1

a city's transportation links to East, West, South and Northwest were even

\
more solidly established. Industry diversified, a balanced economy emerged,

prosperity ensued; and urban growth was continuous through the 1920s.

Although Ch4cagd!s growth since 1930 has been more limited, the economic

foundation for the city laid down in the late Nineteenth and early Tkentieth

Century maintains a balanced, diversified economy that is the envy.of many

other older industrial areas suffering acute socio-economic decline. As

can.be seen in Table 1\,k the number of persons employed declined by aboUt

170,000 or 11 percent between 1930 and 1970,but the balance among various

industrial sectors changed only marginally. Manufadturing continued to pro-

vide nearly a third of all employment in the city;and wholesale and ret ail

trade accounted for another one-fifth. -The major decline, in Chicago as

elsewherein the United States, was it the percentages employed in personal

services; the other area experiencing relative decline was construction. Thk

percent oNthe.work force employed
1

in this area con'racted by one-half during

'

the course'f the four decades. Areas of rilative and absolute srowth were
.f'

the professions and public administrati on.

Trends in employment opportunities-in Chicago can also

' lool$Ing at changes.in the,occupatidnal distribution in the p

Once again,tfie.citi's economy, as shown in Table 2, see

,relatively stable.
.

'

e observed 4.fry

stwar period.

have beenm

The. percentages of craftsmen, foremen and operatives who-

,

,/
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comprisedtheskilled blue cbllar work force, changed only marginally between

1940 and 1970. The numbers' of clerical:Workers increased significantly,
. .4

while sales workers and managers declined by somewhat smaller liercentages.

t
The area of greatest growth in Chicago, as elsewhere inthe United States,

,was,in the percentage entering professional fields. This segment of the

work force increased by more than one-half, growing from just 7.7 percent of

the work force to 12.6.

4)
Chicago's economy has been relatively, since the 1930s, but the

. .

same cannot be said for the social comp osition of its population. The mas-e

sive immigration of European immigrants which provided the labor supply far_

. .
.

Chicago's great growth in the early decades of the 20th Century, ended with
..f."

the Naturalization ket of 1920. Although Chicago remains a city of ethnic

groups -- even in 1970,29.8 per cent of its population 'was of foreign stock --
. t,,

.

..
.

:foreign immigration in'the postwar period gave way to intarqar Migration or,
, 1

blacks. from the southern states and of Spanish-speaking resident's largely
. .

. ,..
from, Puerto Rico but also from Mexico.. Whereas the Germans, Irish, Scandi-

qi,74:

naviaas,'Russians, Italiansaoles, and Czechs accounted for 47.9 per cent

of the population in 1930, they comprised only 19.1 per cent in 1970. More ,

details are provided in Table 3.°. During-this same- period the black
. .

population grew from 6:9 to 342.7 per cent and another'4.4 per cent of the

1970 .population was Sianish-speaking ,(see Table 4).

IP

'A4F, .

0
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. . Although blacks and Spanish - speaking citizens replaced the European

.

ethnic groups living within Chicago, they did not necessorily,assume.the

5. _

same positions of employment. Tsble 5, an index of representation far min-

whites for each occupational rank provided in the U. S. Census-, illustrates'

this point. If-non-vhites comprise the same 'percentage of those employed

in th,4t,occupatink as- they do in the city'd'workforce, taken as a whole, the

index of representation assumes a value of 1.0. If they are found half as

erequently in the occupation as in the -city's overall workforce, the index

falls to .5; .if they are twice,as frequently faudd within the occupation

'as elsewhere, the index rises'to 2.0. The table reveals that non-whites

have since 1930 beel und'errepr'esented ,in the higher status occupations, in-

cluding profesiional; managerial, clerical sales, and craft work. Concami-
.

r

tc\

tantly, non-whites are overrepresented.among operatives, service workers,

4.
domestigs, and common laborers. .

/

These'figPres clearly idettgy the occupational "disadvantages experi-

enced by-non-whites,Yet alsehow some steady improvement over time,

especially between'1966'and 1970.' The index of.representation for' non - whites

increases substantially

cou)se of that decade.

for all_ of_ the higher-status categories over the

This is consistent with other fj.ndings that the

position of blacks,. relative to whites, improved substantially during the

course of that, decaii (Levin, 1979).
.

,

.0 a
.0

- Although:Chicago's econoty is diversified and was fairly stablethrough-
410

out most of the postwar period, its stability cab no longer-be taken for

,-.., ... .., ' .

' J .-

granted. According,tp.preliminary reports-from the 1980 census a ptecipitous
.4.. °r
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population decline of.664,000.or nearly 20 per cent occurred in the 1970s.

. .

.

A 3

Alihough,thise figures are being challenged; there is attle doubt that

'.
...

the numbers of' residents seem to' haveLieclined by as much in the past ,decade

as they did in xhtentire.preceding forty years- Also, there is aiple
.

. ) .
, ... .a

. , i -

evidence that.,even,though Chicago has enjoyed'wdowntown-office boom, com-

merce and induitry are mooing out of the central city to ,suburban areas
.4

=alit; towns, and other parts of the Country.' "Resources for industrial

development will remain limited," a prominent Clacag finahcial officer has

conceded; even while insisting that major investments were necessary if
1

current trends ,are to be reversed (Perkins, 1980)
4

'These.pressuies on ChicAgo's economy have left, relatively high /eVels
..,

' -
,

of unemployment within the central city. As can be seen in Table 6, Chicago's'
. ...

'

unempl*Ient level was 9.1 per cent in 1978, more 'than 50 per ,cent above the

C.,

A
.

, 6 . '

naticenal ave'age of 6.0 per cent for that year. The spread between Chicago

. and the country as a whole was even greater for males (9.5 as compared tb

5.1.per cent). Black unemployment within the city (16.2 per cent) also was

.% .
substantially greater than an already disturbingly high 12.2 per cent in

the nation as a'whole.

Whenfgeneial levels of unemployment are this high, youth unemployment

will inelitably-be far more. severe. Not only is an initial job the most

diffihult to Obtain, but many employers'regard teenagers as unreliable ..and

irresponsible. Unemployment among all 16 to 19 year, olds ran about 26.0 per

cent in Chicago in 1978, and there is every reason to believe that youth

unemployment among Chicago minorities approximated 50 per cent of all those,

actively, seeking work. The challenges facing policy'makers in vocational

education and,youth training waa, uncle; the circumstances, exceptionally

9
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Sabiisity and'Changelin Chicago
. . .

,
;

. , .

Chicago's political relationships during,.tht postwtr p %riod Rave also.'

Ok ItIV t k

been a mixture of stability and change. Chicago's Democratic Party organi-
'

7.

zation thtivetfor many years under the l'eadershi'p of Richard J. Daley and

provided great continuity through most of the period. A stable gOverntng

coalition was supported by'su ch diverse interests as business.and

downtown and neighborhoods,'blacks and T:fhites. The party gave 'what was

of greatest concern to each element within the coalition; those outside
3

the coalition were Systematically and sometimes coercively discouraged.froti*

active political participation (Peterson;t976)...° In the 1940s, the largesse,

7

from numerous fede/(al programs helped solidify the patronageresources of

et party at a time when it. was under particularly difficult stress.

ConfliCtS' btageenibusiness and labor were anted, because the party. was

. -

able to'sati;fy the most inttnse concerns 'of each. For downtownbUsineas
.... .

,

interests, City Hall . provided unabashed support for urban redevelopment of
,

?
.

.

. - , ,

\the central city core.. A new sophisticated transportation,network, includ-
. ..

4
,..

.ing both expressways aid mass transportation capacities, enabled suburbanites

?. .

to continue'working in the "loop ".' Public investmeit's in an exhibition ,,

center, the.University of Illinais--CirCle Campus, the Civic Center and, -

' .

most recently, the State of Illinois Office Building.,

-

helped_generaie high

4,

/demand in the private market for' office space, newhotels and luxury resi-

dential Lake
:.. --

dential accommodations Adig-the shores of Lake Michigan. Altogether,.ftwn-
. '

/ town Chicago expa nded in the

.

1960s and early 1970s.when the core areas of

other central cities, such as Detroit, Cleveland, and Newark, were rapidly

0 , . . . :
1

.

'

1 0

s



decaying. If busineSsmen prospered as a result of these carefully devised,

capably executed policies of the Daley administration, labor unions were

. also well treated.,- For one thing, downtown development providil employment

9ppoptunities in the buildings and trades iridusry at a time when the de-,

mend for labor in construction was otherwise declining within the city,

limits see Table 1). These pro-construction policies were all the more

politically significant giyea. the power of crfft unions within the Chicago
' '

',Federation of Labor. -In-addition, Mayor Daley repeatedly settled wage

disputes in the private sector on terms-that were generally,quite favorable

tu,.laber interests. Even-more important, the City insisted on paying the

ionized trades the wage "prevailing" in the private sector: This meant

that public employees usually received-the same hourly earnings for year-
.

round, maintenance activities that were,being paid private employees for

seasonal construction work. Final

board in 1966 to agree to bargain

UniOn, and in subsequent years

y, Mayor Daley encouraged the school

collectively with the Ghicago Teachers

arranged settlements thargreatlty enhanced

teachers' salaries and benefits (Grimshaw, 1979). Although these iolicies

would eventually endanger the .fiscal. well-being of`` Chicago's school system;

the-arrangements(An the short -rUn consolidated labor support-for the Demo--. r

ciatic Party.

As with business and labor, the party organization managed conflicts

between blacks and whites by responding

Neighborhood transition and race-related

urgency for whites. Whenever integrated

to the most urgent concerns of each.

crime were the issues of greatest

public housing, open occupancy

laws or school desegregation was.proposedt eroups defending the racial in-
-

tegrity.of existillg white neighborhoods quidkly formed as a potent 'political
7 .

s.

11 ,
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.

force. Public officials" responded by-doing Tittle to increase 'integrated
IV

4

housing opportunities and
1

virtually nothing to encourage inter - racial con=

tatts among pupils. By the mid-1970s it cduld still( be said thaiChicago

was' the most residentially and educationally segregated of ail tht ha 's
t ,

major cities.(Orfiild, 1978).

,

A

4
V

. . .
_While school desegregation had a prominentiposition on the-agenda of

. .

civil rights activistsdor most blacks,imprgved employment opportunities 1
.. s . si .

and increased financial assistance
.

were more pressing.Nmatters. The ChicagO
. ,

. . .
)

'machine" responded with patronage-opportunities for blacks.thaY-ixceeded .

4 .

public programs in many other cities (Piven, 1971)*; The new federal frograms,
,

. /-

including community actions manpower development, model cities, and many

'others, were all Overwhelmingly staffed by,blacks. -A. black political,leader-
, .-

9.

.
ship, includingWiniamTawson, Cecil Partee and Wilson Fiost, proviaedwa

visible sign_that. blacks:were
.

considered a legitimate part of the city's. poll,-
...:,. .

' -
tical:life. In additiom,the city.2recruited large numbers of blacks ,to phe' .

,. k,

, s ,

, police force, and black teachere comprised in 1970 well over a third of ehe
%

.4 , .6 . / .

oteitching,fo`rce. Blacks may have been less pleased than whites with the
. .

..11
N

. -

1

4

policies oi City Hall,- but the Chicago Democratic Party was unusually deft
.' . .,

in mdintaining the support of 'both racial groups. As can be teen in'Table
%,,,,s .

)

7, Kayor.Daley's electoral support steadily/increased inwhite neighborhoods,

but its--decline in black neighborboodi was far frog precipitous:
, .

If the success of the Democratic Party was attributable in part tp its

capacity to respond to the most urgent needs of.seach faction, thatpolitical.

stYle was consistent with itstvery basis of ilolitical organizations Chicago

is-eiVided intogfifty wards; each ward electsan alderman and a member of

the ce9tral'committee of the two majorpolitical parties. Government
;_

12.

r.
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bureaucradies are decentralized for administrativlopiirposes, so that each

/4
'ward committeeman and alderman is able to establish contacts with local

administrators; As a result, government programs tend to perpetuate

Chicago's strong tradition of community identification and neighborhood

;
,

.
.

° self-consciousness. At one time these neighborhoods served fairly distinct
,

ethnic-groups, and one still finds areas in the city that,are predominantly

glovak, Polish, Greek, and the like. But neighborhood identifies have

developed quite apart from their ties to specificethdic groups (though

divisions in many areas reinforced awareness of neighborhood bound--

. aries).

Taken altogether, the distinctive pofitical traditions of Chicago

have produced a political style that emphasizes compromise, targaining,

. -
1

,-and,,deference to particularistic and parochial inter4sts. Programs are

,

not'genera14, evaluated according to whether they are beneficial to the'

"citTes awhole;-instead, their impact on ape4,fic, groups,44;:neighbor-.
f w

4:,411,OW
. ., :.04"'

hodds counts most heavily. In addition, policies are designed in such a

way that there is "something for everyon." If a number of groups are in
R'

conflict, thellocal government typ4.cally responds by establishing separate

programs for each.,,As a result, government prograths are varied, developing

.loyalties to particular groups or neighborhoods. and recruiting staff in

ways that. sustain partisan loyalles.' Only loose central eirection is given

to most programs.

These Characteristics of Chicago politics and paliCymaking have un-
.

dergone some changes in the last few years. Amid the declining cohesion

)

-

of the Democratic Party in the post-DaleY'period, politics has become more
*

media-d nted. Mayor Jane-Byrne has not established her, authority over

1,3
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/

the party organizationzation or"-theigovernmentbure.aucraciesi and she does not
.-

. -

1 command the same confidence in the business and banking.commtinities that

.Mayor Daley hadenjoyed. Labor leaaeri are disappointed in her failure

to.keep'herdeampaign commitment to firemen that she would recognize theii
-tt

' union for purposes of cdllective bargaining, and uneasy labor-city truce's fol-

ldwed an unprecedented troika of fire, transit, and school strikes in 1980.

Moreover, the fidcal difficulties experienced by many.centnal cities have

become more visible in Chicago, with unexpected property tax increases re-

0

01P

`quired to compensate for revenue shortfalls. Noneth.ess, 'though these

Changes may have significant short-term Rolitical eaiercussions and in
1

long ran could affect the administration of govett6ental programslong-

he

standing practices still influence the shape of most of the city's policies:

The 'Chicago Public Schools

Certain stabilities blso mark the Chicago ptblic schools over thefour

decades from 1930 to 1970. Most noteworthy was the relatively small change

.in the numbers of pupils served. As Is shown in Table 8, the percentage

of the ,school age population (5.--17) attending public schools Increased by ( ,

little more than three per cent, te numbers of pupils in elementary school

inbreased onlyifrom 500,596 _,:to56t;032, and the high school student body
. 4:9. 4

)/

increased by only Tix thoueand'students from the beginning to the end of

..0

the periods Alec'', the figures in Table 9 remind us that only two-thirds of

the city's eleMentary children are educated in publid schools; the remainder

. ,

are educated in parochial or other private schools. Significantly, less

_ than "half the city's adolescents aged 13-17 are in the Chicago public

schools.

14
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.According to the figures presented in Table 9', the level of school

programs seem to have steadily increased over the four decades from 1930 to
.. , . .

1970. While the size of the student body had remained relatively constant,
. . .

. .

their.ceachers hatvnearly.doubled in number. Class size fell, and the

number-of pupils in'average daily attenUanc.per teacher deciined,krom a

.

, A .
. . , , .

' high, of 33 in 1931 to 25.6.in 1950, -down to 20.8 in 1970. At the same time
,.

'
. . .

,

'

'' expenditures per pupil in Current dollars increased more than seven fold. 'In
.

al.

12.

AD.

some was it is .evetr-mor; impressive that in constant dollars the'increase

in per pupil expenditures from 1950 to 1970 was no less than 260 per cent.

. The decade of the sevent/es was less kind to Chicago schools. For_

one thing, the pupil population in elementary schools ideclined td 301,690

pupils in 1979 -- 50,000 fewer than the number 'attending elementary school,

1n 1931,

Overall enrollment was only 411,234, just 82 per cent of-the 1970

%total. JA more immediate. concernfdr Chicago schools was financial, as4ttle

city's fiscal resources, became increasing ly constrained over the course
.

of the decade., The 'inability of the Board to lund its debt, "payless

paydays" for tqachers, ,teacher strikes, and inevitOly, eleventh-hour pego-

,

tiations among board members, union leaders, bankers,, and state and local

-politicians were the most visible signs.of fiscal constraints. Significant-

ly,, new Financial Control Authority with the power to disallow School

board expenditures was created by"the state: The effects of these changes"

can be observed in basic school finances. Although the city's-expendi- k

tures per pupil continued to increase in the 1970s, the growth did not.
A

. . .. T
,

keep pace with change in the lost of living. Inc constant dollars, the
A

. ,
.

,
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seventies witnessed a s;fil decline in overall r pupil Rpendi-

i

tures. Finally, racial changes in theievaiXas have increasingly trans-

._med the Chicago schools into a system serving minorities. As early as

-

.

1963, when Chicago took its first racial headcount, 46.5 per cent pf the

"school -age population was black.

in 1979 60.7 per cent were black,

By 1970, this had increased to 55 per cdnt;

17.2 were H1spatlic, 1.9 were Asian, 0.2

per cent were Native Americans, and only 20.0 per cent were non-Hispanic

whites.

The political style of the city has affected the way in which the

city's schools are administered. Althot-Zrti' political reform of the schools

immediately after World Warn removed school personnel from direct partisan
t

influencesl.and even though "reform- minded" membk have always beL repre-
_

.

sented-,on Chicago's Board of Education, the board has always had a majority

of meinls with close ties to the mayor and the Democratic Party organization.

,4a education, as elsewhere, policy response has been aimed at accommodating

diver4et'groups and interests rather than attempting to- impose any single

"rational" policy on the,system as a whole. When the Chicago Federation

of Teachers pressed intensely for recognitiopr the collective bargaining

agent for teachers, they were accommodated,J41966 at the recommendation of

the mayor before,a strike occurredi For several years after recognition

was granted, teachers were provided substantial salary concessions because

the board --.and-mayor -- did not want a strike. Yet, at. the same time,

the Board of Education did not wish to antagonize the business community or

homeowners by asking for an increase in the property tax. Instead, the city

I

relied on increases in state and federal assistance for the schools ana on

deficit financing to, pay its obligations. While these arrangements worked

16
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for several years, they eventually led to a fiscal crisis.

On race issues, dhe Board of Education senerally resisted 'demands for

integration. Although the teaching staff was desegregated under intense

federal pressure in the early 19/0w,.evea by 1980 little had been done to

modify historical -practices of 'racial isolation. The one program which os ten-

sibly responded to deSegregation, requirements was developed by Superintendent

Joseph Hannon and called "Access to Excellence." This program was supposedly

designed to provide many attractive educational opportunities in. de-segregated
Ow.

settings so that pupils would 'voluntarily attend racially integrated Schbolts,

'--;However, the plan had only the most trivial effects on racial isolation

indeed, the overall degree of segregation- in the system in 1480 was 44401.

different than a decade earlier.
2

Even the "Acce4st to E5tcellen.tetroll :;!..i: 4,,

, .'

s
.

' 1 -r''''' .--407,A-4'''' .741.-*Xj.

all but 'eliminated by the fiscal crisis of 1979. Very cently4 the Chicago -t:7"r ~7'..--4...7
,

..,-
"

school board and the Department of Justice have agreed in a consent decree
\
,1.,

.. -....

.c . ---, ......0...

that the board will soon develop a desegregation plan, but it is still too soon

to see what shape this plan will take. Vocational eduacation, never divorced

from its surrounding political climate in Chicago, has predictably been affected

by each of these contemporary controversies. Indeed, the problems of Chicagq;
r -

educatiOn are, in many respects , the problems of Chicago's vocational education

as well.

Chicago's Vocp.tional Education: An Historical Perspective

The Pre-World War I Controversy. From the -very beginning of the Twen-
-..

tieth Century, many groups and educators in Chicago had advocated some form

of occupationally related training, and various groups have had alternative

. .

concepts as to how that education shOuld be org ized and what the extra-'

curricular content should. be. Characteristics ly, the result of these dis-

cussions has not been exactly as any one' leader or group would have preferred.

Instead, outcomes hav effected the general tendency in ,Chicago politics to

1
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accommodate conflicting interests through bargaining and compromise.

One of the earliest, strong advocates:of vocational education in'

4

459

t

ChiCago wasthe Commercial Club, a group of leading businessnien who had

their Own-group interests learly .in mind. As the chairman of the educa-

% -

tion committee once abseriitarrihe menace of socialism can be minimized

by vocational training that will increase the intelligence and future
,

eerning pow0of our-children" (Robinson, 1913, p. 1049). Acting on this

assessment 4.the--need for vocational education, the Club proposed a
-LI,-

te.-1A1r,Which'would create: 1) a separate system of vocational educa-
--

,i,

r-iima-fletadtSf") a structure inceependent of the public schools to admini-,
.(

-

vocational education; and 3) local boards of vocational education,

;
consisting of the community's superintendent of schools, two businessmen,

and two skilled employees.

The Commercial Club's efforts were enhanced by a vigoroui campaign for

vocational education Mounted by Edwin Cooley, Chicago's school superintendent

fiom 1900 to 1909. Cooley's superintendency included active promotion o.the

establishment of a commercial high school located near the ddWntown business

district. After his resignation from the superintendency, he devoted many'
16b

years to the active promotion of vocational education, and the major bill to

provide vocational training in Illinois became known as the Cooley bill.

Although the Cooley bill was given serious 'consideration in the state

legislature during the years preceding World War I, it aroused the opposi-
.

tion of labor,, teachers, llading"educators, and reform-minded professibnal

people. While all groups supported the concept of vocational education, they

differed over the organizational form such legislation should take. Labor

was most fearful that separate vocational schools would be used for indoc-

trinatin schools in anti-union propaganda. As one typographical union
. .

18
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official observed in 1913, "Many union men .:.;fear that the schoOls may

be turned into what has been bluntly termed 'scab factories" (Chicago

Tribune, 1913, p. 4). School people were concerned that a separate voca-

tional system would divide public educgtion into competing sets of.iastitu-

tioas, weakening the power of each. As Ella Flagg Young, Cooley's successor

as superintendent, declared:

Under one head and one authority all great projects have
been brought twSuccessful results. To divide the respon-
sibility is to weaken the result. Not from any personal,
idea, but from an-ideajor the community's best good, I
oppose the ... /Cooley/ bill (Chicago Tribune, 1512, p. 4).

Reformers such as Jane Addams and the City siflo of Chicago11, a group of civic-

.

minded professional people, were concern out-the extent to which voca=

tional 'education was dividing one social group against another. Siding

, -

with labor, they insisted that any program of vocational education be in-
-

corporated within the existing administrative structure of the school

systgm.

This conflet raised at-,tht very beginning of Chicagivs consideration

of vocational-education a central isaue.whidh has not yet been clearly re-

solved in a satisfactory' way.3-Business groups felt that training for em-

ployment required learning specific skills that could lead to immediate

empItyment capacities, even if this meant a sacrifice in more general

cultural and literaryeducacional experiences. Given this objective, sepa-

.

-, . . .
.

rate administi'htive structures for vocational education, which could assidu-
. ..

,. .
. ..

,

ounly pursue their assigned taasWeeemed entirely appropriate., Educators, ,
. .

. reform-minded professional people and many labor leaders disagreed, insist- ?:

idg tat vocational education should be thoroughly integra4tdwit5 a Child's'

general eduCation. By,providing a child diRect encounter)with specific;
_,

1**

16.



meaningful:occupational contexts, educators could aufaken his or her

curiosity' toward larger-questions that could only be satisfiedin art,

science, and language courses.

Both sides could find serious deficiennies in the othert-s conception
,

of vocational education.. The narrow; mare occupationally-specific Under-.

A11411,

. standing of vocational education-Ignored the fact that technological

changes required continuous changes in specific skill capiaeities. More-
,

over,'it slotted pupils prematurely into specifid vocations when the very

purpose df education would seem to be the expansio -new horizons and

opportunities. Yet the enthusiasts for relating v tonal to general

education often were able to develop these links more convincingly in

theory than in practice. Schools that provided the full range of Bourses

from industrial arte to higaer'mathematics ran the risk of offering such a .fp : 8"-

17.

potpourri that no clearnefinitiOnof purpose ever,emerged. Vocational
..

4 .

I.* ,courets'oiten-wereAittle more "a -vague hints as to the kind- of practical&
., .1

, b ,

;
-.

k-4'
skills that were', needed; general education courses were so "watered Own

. ,..., .1.
. .

Chat they could hardly arouse intellectual curiosity, let alone satisfy
411
it.
.0.

The controversies rover the purtiWApontent; and administration of

vocational education that were sparked by the Cooley bill would not be

easily: resolved. But with the passagetd the Smith. - Hughes Act in 19.17, the

first round in the debate came to an end.. The federa4 government agreed to

/support vocational education but it would doso only within the context of
..

the existing system opublic education. .Separate administration and control
. _

-

was.pUt to one side (Cremin, 1961, Chap. 2).

The 1930s debate. Controversy,o4er vocational education broke out in

Chicago ogee again in the 1930s. Two pompeting understandings of the$Urpose

1
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and content of vocational education. were again expressed. One side wat
2

led by Superintendent William J. Bogan, Superintendent of Schools from 1928

to 1936, who ragat)icd vocational education as an extension of general edu-
.

cation. Influenced by progressives such as John Dewey and Francis Parker,
/,

,

Bogans .

.

Bogan believed that the "primary function of the schools is to-develop
,.

high character, good citizens," and the capacity of the student "tio, go forth

.

intdthe unknown confident of his own ability to meet and solve lifers pr6b-

lems.' As a frmer principal of. Lane Technical High School, Bogan believed.

Ithat.vocational education could help achieve thia:ideal, provided it

Concentrated on giving pupils diverse skills that coulbe used in a multi-
.

plicity of contents: Ai he said totheiWEA convention-in 4931:

The wise businessman expects,littfe in the way of specials
4 ization. ,In certain occupations knowledge of commercial

subjeCts, drawing, shopwork is very useful, but ingeneral °.

the businessman or the captain of industry asks fordharacter,
responsibility, initiative, energy, alertness, and adaptability
(Proceeding3 of the 69th NEA Annual Meeting, P. 739).

'..Quite another view of vocational, educatAon w as expressed by Bogan's

Successor, William Johnson,- Superintendent of Schools for Chicago from 1936

until 1947. /n -Johnson's view:

There/s a tremendous swing toward the revamping of ouro.-
educational structure to the end that vocational and trade
objectives shall take the place'largely of the traditional
cultural objectives. ... It is an ehdeaysr to cater to the
needs on the part" or our children. It dillkstimated that
90 per cent of our boys -and girls .are faced with an,economic
condition which demands that they be taught skills which -fite A
them for some definite occupation (Annual-Report of School
Superintendent, 1936-37,.p. 265).

,W011041b
Johnson pursued his vocational education objectives through two separate

policy initiatives. He first tried to restructure high schooleduFa-'
.

.

tion throughout'the city by changing its curriculum so th 86-per cent of

111i
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the courses would be in vocational education. Labor and teacher espoilse
. - .- . ,

to this plan was intensely negative. The, Chicago Federation of'Labor,

,

.

objected that this proposaf"was inimical to the interests of labdr,and
- . .

denying students those learnings which.would maximize their-satlel and

economic mobility" (lazi!ett,-11568, p. 137). The, Chicago. Teachers Union
.

complained,that the plan was a "totalitarian effo4 to force workers'

\."
thildrei into te ranks of workers.' It was "a direct attack -on the '

.
6

AmArican ideal of equal, opportunity for all" (Chicago Daily News, 1937,

pp. 1-3). The Chicago Teachers Union was also fearful that certified:

teachers would be replaced by,individuals with, trade skills but

(
.

- s

no extensive educational credentials. Even more, they feare1P-the prqgram
:. ° y

would be usecito-e tend the patronage resources of the Demodratic Party,.

.

organization. As one teacher leader complained; "The debasing Of theschool

system into an annex of the local spoils system reaches its Climax.here" --

19:

(Ibid.). This combined opposition of,labor groups and tetOherorganizations

was so intense' -that Johnson disowned his plan and assured g.14. parties that.
he was not planning any, fundamental reorganization of theschool system.

.n.

Johnson's second effort to extend vocational education was more suc-

- -t,1

cessful. He establishpd or expandeds.three=of Chicago's most ducctssfill

vocational training institutions. In January 1938, he opened a new Commercial

High Schbol, the institution that had been anticipated by-Coofey,decades

earlier aid which provided 'career opporiunitieefor potential'spcietaties

and business office'eMployees in an institution located near the central

N,
business district. Secondly, he, rehabilitated and' expanded the city's trade

school. This school had betn,established after World War I as a training"

22
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school for disabled war veterans.'tr.1930 the school had become,the major

11 40
Center for apprenticeship training in skilled crafts within the Chicago

public Schools. Trade union support for its expansioh had been secured

on condition that the number of apprentices in any given trade would be

limitaso-ab not to flood 'the market with certain types of skilled.labl'or.

1937 appren4cesattending the school included carpenters, printers, -

photoengravers, sign painters,'steemfitterS, 'plumbers, sheet metal workers,

madinists,erectricians, painters,' paper hahgersr millinery Workers,'

11of es, metal lathers, and plasterers. The enthusiasm with which the

-progrdh was accepted by both labor ind industry is ipdicated'by

the fact that the union sent "co-ordinatorsh to work half of each day with

apprentices, and manufacturers were said to have donated $75,000 worth of

equipment and materl.als in that:year. In the next few years Johnson re-
,

habili.tated and enlarged the building, and, in,the'press of the shortages

,

caused by the war,. expanded the number ofstildents engaged in the training

programs. Another vocational sch of was also opened during, the Johnson
0

years. 'Once again the educational Vhasis was on careef treining sufficient-

ly specialized so that there was no ed for advanced education. Special
; *

emphasis was given to programs in printing, aeronautics, the automobile, in

dustry, electrical, work; carpentry and machine shop. These three schools

would eventually become part of the elite of Chicago's vocational education

'schools.

4
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Administyition of Vocational,Education

.

When ideals are put into practice,' they. must, organizational

shape. The choice betFeen vocational education directly connected to

,specific careers and vocational education closely'coordinsted with general

education is not just a choice between two abltract conceptions of the

`relationships betwe schools and society. The choice also entails a selec-J
;016.

tion between alternative organilational forma. And once an organizational

form has been selected, its diaradteristics have,their own policy conse-

quences. Fdr bne thing, orgaftizakons have an. interest in enhancing their

prestige andextending their range of operations. ConsequIntiy, they often

interpret their-ladaate in ways,that allow for institutional preservation

and enhancement (Wilson, 1973). The organization also becomes committed

to certain operating routines (Allison, 1971). Unless certain regulari-
-

ties govern its internal behavior, organizations ate unable to process the

infoiination and execute th4programs assigned to it. Yet once routines

have been adopted, they areootiasily modified -- even when Changed cirr

cumstaaces would seenvto demand organizational.innovation.

Organizational' behavior in Chicago was also affected by school

board's unwillingness to choose betwee .two approaChes to vocational

education we have identified. As wi-noted earlier, Chicago politics has

traditionally emphasized the need for bargaining and compromise, even if

this has meant a sacrifice in the rationalization of policy objectives.
.1*

In the cede of vocational education neither the career-bound-nor the cul--
I

turally-linkedview of vocational edUcation dominat ;d policy choice. Al-

though some school superintendents (Cooley,and Johnson) emphasized the

,
24
b
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importance' of training for specific jobs, and other superintendents (Young

and. Bogan) had viewed vocational training as opening a larger cultural

world, neither was accepted unequivocally by the Board of Ed4cation.

22.

As a result, no single set of institutions perfectly executing either ideal- a

was 'ever implanted. Instead, organizational structure reflected a.com-'

,promise between the two approaches.
1

A
,
This. compromAe is reflected in the Board of Education's ftoVilion of

vocational education in two e ntirely different kinds, of institutional
. , . , ,

lettings. Some vocationally - oriented instruction was provided in each Of
.

7
the fifty-eight comprehensive high schools, which in 1979 Provided the ed-

ucational setting for 117,422 pupils, 86 per cent of theIecondary school

population. At least in tneory, curricular instruction in these compre-

hensivewhigh schools combined vocational with general education. Students

were expected-to combine any vocationally related electives with required

courses in. languages, sciences and mathematics. Facilities and equipment
.

.':

were rarely designed to provide finished skill training, but were intended.
.

-to afford extensive introduction to various vocational options. In addition,
4. . 1 ., . .

the school board operated ten vocational . high schools,, a trade school, an

industrial skill .center, and .T vocational apprentice program. These pro-
.

grams offered instruction to 18-,817 students (14 per cent of the secondary

school population) in institutions with serOng vocational ephases. The

board also supervised three occupationally- oriented schools for,571 handi-

capped students.. In sum, the Board of Education has created both schools

that especially emphasize vocational education and schools that'provide
I

education in the context of a comprehensive school curriculum.

The administrative direction for vocational education also reflects

25
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the uncertain policy commitments of_the, board. As a reflectiOn of its

special cogimitmentto vocational education, the'board established within

its central administrative offices a.speall.departmentiwith responsibility

(

for-vocational education., Under the Assistant Superintendent for Voca-
.

tional and Career Education, professional gtaff Members were charged with

the following responsibilities:.jracticaI arts and technical subjects,
(\s

home economics, health occupations, computer education, business education;

and adule4ducatian. The department develops both an annual plan and a

flvelyear plan-for vocational-education to Nsubmitted to the Alinois_

State!Department of Education. p.ted on information obtained* from each
.

,

school, the department reports to' the state the curricular and programmatic

emphases for vocational edUcation in future years,Ntild it also accounts for

)
the number' of pupl,la'in each of its'eurrent programs by race, sex, and

. -

special needs. On'the basidtof these figures, the state allocates state
v

.

Ina federal funds for Chidago s vocationaleducation program. The,depart-.

ment also has the responsibility for identifying needs- for new equipment

andcapital exundion, aid, it is consulted ;in the teleciion of staff per-
_

sonnpl for vocational education programs. A

=-
n4, s...,-

..t. But if the formation of a special department for vocational lineation
o ._ ,. _ .

.

reflects the Chicago school board's Commitment to separate programmingi
.

school

:

..'

the limited formal authoritk given the department indicates the iim.fts of
.:-

.,.,

.

that commitment.. The Assistapt Superintendent has no formal ltuthority over
,, , .'6

.. ..-,
,,,,.

. . . -

the principa4s in either the comprehensive high school or An the vocational
.

-,,.,',:.

4 .

high schools.. ,Instead, he can only recommendto the Deputy Superintendent
,,

appropriate school level policies. The Deputy Superintendent, iv agreement
_ . .

,
. . i

with the instructs the Area AssocAate Superintendent, who

,
26
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informs the' istrittSuperintendent, who then informd the principal of

the policy that has been adopted. The formal authority structure, to be

24.

;

,-- A
'sere, ia an inadequate representation of actual patterns of communication.

The 0tpartheht of Vocational Education discusses problems and policies

with principals bf vocational schools 'and individual teachers much more

directly than is suggested by theseforma relationships. Nonetheless,

the formal organizational chart emphtsizes the extent to which vocational

education, in theory, is conceptualized as just one component of the general
*RI

education programs of the schools..

Third, the duality of the school system's approach to vocational edu-

cation is indicateby teacher credentialing policies. Teachers in the

1930s had expressed great concern that instructota of vocational education

could be hired without the academic credentials required of Other teachers.

In response to 'these kinds of concerns, the boardrequired that all teachers

ip comprehensive high schools, ev if they taught only vocational courses,

be certified as academically qualif ed. However, teachers in'specialized

schoolt that offer vocationakcourses need only a trade certificate. Accord-

, ing to some'administrators, this allows the vocational schools to obtain

highly trained occupational specialisti unavailable to comprehensive schools.

Eut whether or not the vocational/schools acquire more promising talent,

the ambiguity of school certificatioi policies testifies to the plurality,of

the influences on'vocational education.
iat.4

Fourth, the state Issistance formula which gOverns the distribUtion of funds

to Chicago and other school districts within the state underscores the multipli-
.

. .

:city of the forces shaping the commudity's approach to vocational education. This

,27
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formula is complicated and takes into account many pupil and program

characteristics, but one aspect of it is particularly relevant in this

,Context. No pupil can be considered part of.a vocational education prftram

'and therefore eligible for state assistance unless he or she is participatr

ing in a program that.can provide a sequence of instruction over se'vefal

years that is "capped" by advanced courses. In this way, tie state has

expressed its commitment to a kind of vocational education that leads to

the acquisition of a set of immediately useful occupational skills. On

the other hand, the Assistance is provided to any and all pupils in "'such

a "capstone" program, even though many pupils will never take more than

the .inturddctory course. By not rigorously requiring continued progress
. Odo

in the capstone program by most of the pupils, the state allows vocational

education to be treated as just a concomitant of general education. The

ambiguity with which vocational education is approached reveals.itself

once again.

Chicago's- Vocational.Schools

Within the ambiguities of vocational education policy in Chicago, the

4

vocational high school provides the clearest expression of a catamitment to

provide specialized training foie, specific industrial experignce. Accord- .

ing to some supporters.of this alternative, such education should prepare

students for useful years of pployment in careers related to existing in- '

dustrial needs. Certain critics counter that this alternative prematurely

"slots" some students, usually of Working class origins, into "dead-end"

%jobs. As it turns out, both views are.so grossly oversimplified as to be

essentially inaccurate. Specialized vocational,sdhools, as institutions;

28
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took a direction poorly anticipated by either their supporters or their

detractors. They,neither.solved the problem of youth'unemployment nor did
they 'necessarily "slot" students into dead-end jobs.

To appreciate what has happened, one must understand the competitive

eqvironment'in which these schools operated. Vocational schools were nett '

established in lieu of comprehensive schools. Nor were vocational schools

established in a;systeM parallel*to academically-oriented high schools
with test scores allocating students bet4een the various types of schools
(a has been done 'in $ome furopean countries). No such rationalized policy
of vocational, academic,,and general education, each for a distinctive

segment of the population, ever emerged. Instead, both vocational schools

and comprehensiire high ,schools competed for the same clientele.

Survival 4ictaelvthat vocational schools demonstr e4 market
,value to prospective students. If vocational schools were to lure. adol-

.

escents away from, their neighborhood schools, they had to offer some special
-

. ,
incentives. The most enticing attraction was easy access to a relatively

secure, well-:paid position of emplOyMent: Establishment of this incentive

required both sensitivity to private sector interests and discretion-re-
.,

garding market emplpy'ment elasticity. If desirable eMployMentiwas to be

found for vocational -school graduates, the schools could not flood the

'market. Indeed, their very success in ;raining large numbers of the work1
force could undermine

their_objective'of attracting worthy pupils into their

programs.

-

The continuing paradox provided by the need to achieve equiliSrium was

iilustrted by a new program developed in a recently established well -paid

_specialization., Since it-was the first specialization at the secondary
c,

29 ,
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school level in the United States, the program was of some pride to Chicago

administrators. Nonetheless, program administrators closely monitored

program growth to avoid flooding the local market with students trained
,

in this area. They have placed a number. of conAraints on the way in which

4 -

studquts are recruited into the program in order to maintain its exclusive

flivor.

0
The logic follOwed by school administrators in this caaapplies.more

generally. If schools are to have programs with good job placement records,

they cannot recruit excessive numbers of students into it. In this regard,

the school's interests are similar- to those of the'trade union movement.

While unions were seldom if ever hostile to vocational education in prin-

ciple, they have been concerned 'that vocational schools might increase

the size ofthe workforce in occupational areas where unions had been able

=win relatively high wages. Unions were:thustinterested in keeping vo-

cational education' programs relatively modest in size.'

Vocational schools, as organizations _had another interest well worth

protecting. Not only'did they have tO'be careful not to train too

many pupils in any given specialty, but itwas'also desirable for them to

train pupils in the higher-skilled crafts and trades, which offered greater
a ,

remuneration and a raze stable career. To the extent that a school:provided

education for i:desirabie vocation, the school would be popular with parents

and pupils and win respect and honor in the- community at large. Pursuit of

such a goal required that schOols build relationships with appropriate in-
.

dustties. In exchange for supplies, materials, equipment ..ndtopportunities

for on-site instructional experiences, thelbdhool.could guide program gradu-

ates into 'firms assisting the School. Where student recruitment takfs 'place ,

,r
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through labor unions, the school could assist the union in limiting labor
41.

supply. In some cades;'vocational schools may not admit a student into a
V

training program unless a job has been secured.. This formalizes what

otherwise,ndght be ,a less explicit relationship.

28.

Not 4Very vocational school is able to pursue these strategies with

equal success: As a result, a hierarchy of vocational schools has

developed within Chicago. The best schoOls have high admission standards,

40.
close contacts-with labor and industry, high quality equipment (much of

which is donated by industry), and considerable prestige with the Board

of :Education and the cOmmunity!,at large. Other schools have been less

successful, but they still are able to recruit students selectively and

they have some contacts with certain industries. At the bottom of the

hierarchy are sandals with pupils not accepted elsewhere; these schools

have many of the problems assoc'iated with central city education. As one

administrator noted, Mur city has some. of the best and some of the worst
/ but/

school:3'1/T think we outstanding job meeting the needs of kids who

would succeed in any kind of setting."
.

The Prestigious Schools. One recognizes the elite quality of the most pres-

tigious vocational schools almost immediately upon arrival in the building

of these Institutions. They feature impressive physical plants and boast

modern equipment. Administratars,,teadhers, and students are enthusiastic

about their participation in school programs, and hallways, with their ex-

tensive trophy cases and honors displays testify amply to their achieve-
,

meats. Selective admissions procedures are employed in each of:these

schools, and adminigArators possess uncommon jurisdiction in making staff

decisi One administratqr af.aointermediate institution contended:

°
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"There is no way that-a Chicago school can expect to compete with a sub.=

bsn'school considering resoarce diffeiefices." _Although such assertions

are made by many, the most prestigious of public. vocational schools in

Chicagb compare favorably with subuAban rivals, particularly in terms of
. .

job placement, quality of facilities and equipment, and commitment to high

. achievement.

Perhaps the lost widely known of the four prestige qchoolh visited

is a sixty-one year old trade school that has bedome a veritable Chicago.

institution: Despite its relocation on three occasions, the school has

rained a major training ground for the aity'l labor force. Presently

located in a formerarehouse, 'obtained in1958 and extensively renovated
, 2

by apprentiCes with materials provided by uniont'and industry, the school

.."-""

served approximately 2,100 students in June, 1980. ;Located near the geo-

graphic center' of the city, it is open eleven months of the year;4for ten of

these monthi-lasses run from 82:00 a.m. to 9T00 p.M. Each vocational-program

has Its owil individual requirements, which range from a four-year apprentice-
,

ship in carpentry to a two -yed'r course in-chef training. Indeed, the schbol

can only in the loosest sense be considered a part of the city's secondary

educational program. In fact, 41 per cent of its students enrolled in appren-

tice programs live outside city boundaries, comprising nearly one-third of the

overall.enrollment. For many programs a high school 8iplomdor its equivalent

, is required foi.entry, and the median student age is 23 years.

The school' emphasizes,sophistidated, project - oriented instruMFion, not
%6.

introductory courses: "They are expected to have the basic skills, we don't

see ourselves as responsible for them," explained one administrator. "Ours

32
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is a4dhool of total immersion, where'we throw you right into a program."

Consistent With this'speaialized focus, program offerings have changed

.

regularly in responseto changing market demands and technological inno-

vations within trades and professions. A butcher training program was

recently closed, while a, new program insolar.energy technology may soon

be opened.

Unions and industry provide substantial contributions and overall

support to the school. The school is said to receive approximately

$1 million in contributions from the private sector each year and its

equipment and overall facilities are superior to those 'examined in the
#49'

othfir vocational schools visited in the city. "They complain sometimes

when we ask for somethingbut they generally give it to 'us," rioted one

school administrator in eipla#11ag the process of obtaining private

support:. Even school hallways are lavishly decorated, often, serving le

'practice areas for students gaining instruction in design.and decoration;

labor costs for these internal imprbvements, of course, are,honexistent,

and many' of the materials used are "flawed seconds" donated by school

supporters .

.Unions also participate.on advisory boards, which make significant

input on-curricular decisions. Moreover, many still select the students

they will permit to enter the programs they offer at the school and some

require their app;entices to obtain a job commitment before begirining in-

struction.' The Board of Education prnvidessalaries for teachers, while

.day-to-day administration is-left to a directbr who has staff selection

and decision making authority which vastly exceeds that granted to high

school principals. Indeed, the director serves as a'mediator between

.4

o
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varying interests, Including the private'conce s and the Board of Educe-

/

tion, as well as juniortollege and. federal manpower training programs,

both of which are beginning to participate in limited ways in die school's

program.

With such diverse participation altiunusuar administrative autonody,

the director has recruited a strong faculty and developed marketable pro-.

gramethat usually lead- to job placement. The school faces some of the

. .\

iestridtions imposed upon other institutions in hiring and firing faculty,

and it is under pressure to respond to faculty desegregation guidelines.

But unlike most principals who must accept teachers sent from the central

office without prior consultation, the director-still maintains con-

siderable disCretion in' staff recruitment. At special legal requirements

for Vocational eduction play a role in this regard. While-teachers must

pass three difficult college classes established for each program and pass

a rigoro*examination Offered by the school, they are not.absolutely

required to possess a college degree. On. the other hand, they must be a

member of a trade and be successfully active for.five of the last ten

years in that trade," a reguiiement thlt enerally insures that teachers

-Wel be union members. 'Moreover, the school is allowed certain freedoms

in placing instructors on more advancedlanes of the Board of Education

pay scale by offering certain exemptions, making teaching a more lucrative

r -

venture for outstanding candidates.

Intense, direct exposure to a trade under the direction of experienced

teachers produces Abundant enthusiasm within the school. Although it-houses

one.of the large student populations in the city and runs an exhaustive

schedule, wliting lists are extensive and proposals have been offered by

SIN
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school officials to obtain additional facilities and expand the current

o

4'

programs. Among students presently participating, 97 per daily
gt.

instruction and 90:per cent enter the work force immediately upon graduation.

The schOol has both trade programs and what are known as'open
et

mentAprograms. Trade programs are offered for prospective cabinet makers,

;
32.

millwrights, electricians, machinists, painters, plasterers, pipefitters,

. de6rators,.operating engineers, _floor coverers, and tool and die makeis.

.,
. .

'Students gain/admittance to the trade programs by applying to the union
.)

representative responsible fop coordinating trade relations with the schools

-

While each union'has its own procedures for handling program admissions,

in general a high school diploma ,or its equivalent is required. Open en-

rollment programs, a grOwing part of the school's curriculum, are offered .

in amusement meChanicsiauto mechanics', Yefrigerator and air conditioning,

vending machine mechanics, and welding. For these programs students may

gain.adMission merely by applying directly to the school itself. They re-

main,.however, small in comparisonto the apprentice programs, and consti-

tute less than one-fourth of total school enrollment.

-The trade school has been so successful in.training its students and

only
then providing them with privileged access to the job matket that the/major

issue.suirounditlg it has inbolved its alleged racial and sex exclusiveness.' In

1979, 76.1 per cent of its'itudents were: white and 92.4'per cent were Male;

certain programs had almositexclusively white mal participation. According'

to some minority groups and newspaper_accounts, the predominance `of whites atmt,

w the school isdue to trade union preference for white applicants. It was in

resionse..to these allegatiOns -- and to a cut-off in federal vocational educe-
Ir 0

tion funds for he school -- that the school initiated its open enrollment prb-

gram in certain Occupational areas. In addition, decisions on, admission Mere

7
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shifted fromlaculty of specific programsto the central office of the

school's directpr.

Other outstanding vocational schools lack the,,

staffing flexibility, and. massive private sector

ive curriculum,

f the trade

. school, but they do possess many ,comparable features and offertmanytin

dividual strengths: Two of these schools are 'large institutions located

on the city's south side, both serving nearly exclusively black studgot.
f -

constituencie9,.. Like the trade school, thlq possess excellent. physical

facilities and numerous higli quality programs. Both have been generously

endowed 1)3r the private sector, and both offer collage preparatory programs,

in addition to a Myriad of vocational courses and concentrations.

o

The modern, suburban -like layout of one'school, which Oxon% 2;560

students, features ample shill) and classroom space *deal for instrdction

it; a diverse,curriculum'resembVing that of.a junior college., Once a trade

school in antiquated quatters, a principal capitaliZed on the increasing

polidcal influence of Chicago'i black community by:obtaining a ftew fadility
i

that was completed in 1962. With this change, the schoOl gained preStige

in both vocational.' and academic circles. "This Achool was a,comer in the

-sixties ," explained one administrator. "It gained publicity, including

stories in national magazines, and the growing image fed on itself."

With its reputation now firmly established, the school employs a

formalized-admissions procedure not unlike that of miany colleges and uni»
#

versitits. Extensive promotional and counseling effortslari made.. The

school ranks its approximately 4,000 applicants on the basis of test

. scores and reserves most of its 650 places to the highest exam achievers.

"Certain Spaces, however, are retained for students who prove less
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-proficient in testing, if they are'recognized as possessing an outstand-

ing skill, such as in art or music. _Indeed, displays around the school

unabashedly proclaim student "winners" who range from artists to academics

to professions/ basketball players. The school was the first in the city

to institute extensive follow -up studies on its graduates:some of Whom

now,offer financial support and return -to participate in various youth

motivation programs. or

As in other Chicago vocational high schools, students are permitted

to experi'm nt with various types of programs during their first .two years,:

Prior to the beginning of the junior year, however, they are requited to

meet with parents, counselors, and appropriate faculty and administrators

to determine a definitive specialized courseof study for the final two

110

years. Counseling services are emphasized and well-staffed and undoubtedly

contribute to the,school's 94 per cent retention rate. . In addition, a

serious, business-like atmosphere is evident among the students, as course

expecLtions are high and strict disciplinary standards enforced. The

building is well-maintained, with some repair and cleaning effort provided

by same of the,vocational classes.

The school cannot match the extensive private support given to the

L

trade sahool, but it does utilize a variety of private sector contacts. A

number of boards provide formal nk to business and industry. The ,

school receives.. donations from individuals, private firms, and a neat/
,

technological institute. "The support it receives is a function of being

relatively successful," noted one school administrator. "It is fairly

unique in that respect."

Distinction is also evident in the faculty. Similar to the director;

37
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of the trade school, the school's principal is far more assertive in re-

cruiting and or tinting staftlE than many other city principals.- Moreover,

most faculty have extensive vocational and industrial expeience and

participate in staff development,projects that include encounter groupi,

and in-service training. The staff is ethnically well-integrated and
#

averages ne years in t?Apchool, an unusually high level of stabiliO.

"No one 1 aver this place," noted one administrator:

A similar blending of teaching and adminigtrative talents with ex-

cellent facilities and equipment 'also benefit another equally impressive1

vocational high school. Despite less competititve admissions standards

than the school discussed previously, this school ranks in the top tier of

-e
vocatilhal edcation. The 116401 plant spreads across 11 acres and offers

* e/oR

abundant shop facilities for its, 3,500 students and features numerous pieces.

35. .

of modern equipient,,including large, complex saws and graphic arts materials.

.Thl-sthool provides twenty-seven majors and possesses the largest business

programpf any City schools with 2,000 of its students enrolled

An these courses.

Even though designated as a vocational, school, the high school has an

extensile college prepataiory program. The sqlool reports that even though

it sends 68 per cent of it to college, its vocat4Oaal curriculum

is-designed to prepa4e students foi immediate work force entry with no

more than specialized on-the-JO training. "We give, them the skills, and

they have the options," noted one administrator, who asserted that vocational

ools should not necessarily be expected to 'encourage-students to enter

the work force directly. Especially in the case of minority students;
.

to*
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graduate may wish to capitalize on college educational opportunities

unavailable untill)recently.
r-,/".

Admissions procedures furtper illustrate the school' high -standing

in Chicago. To gain entrance students must attain relativeligh scores

on math and English examinations. While the school's students coiemainly

from neighboringelementary sdhools , it:has a citywide clientele. This
41..

.

, school, like the other prestige*hodis, features a serious, academic
.1to s:;;.

atmosphere; it has a d -attendance average of 41.per cent. -A stable

faculty undoubtedly nurtures these attributes. Once again, that faculty

seems to have boliogroomed by the school's4principal who has exercised

considerablig iniitiative in staff recruitment-and retention. An unsuccess-

ful Congressional candidate in the.spring of 1980, the principal recently

accepted avromifient position as Mayor Byrne's Director of Employment

and Training. I

P ;ivate sector contacts are not as extensive here as at the two pre-

<"

viously discussed schools but those that exist serve a varieiy of purposes.

Two local steel companies run apprentice programs and donate items such

as excess scrap metal. Local organizations and businesses participate on

active advisory councils. The school adminisetation cultivates these con-

tacts through a series of public relations efforts, including press releases

to local and city' newspapers and public service announcements for locil

radio stations. "All you need to turn the schools around is a little pub-
.

licity," insisted one admiRistrator. "Ten years ago everybody thought

the Chicago school system' was good. .Then leadership Changed and other,

things happened and everyone is fiegative. People think were terrible;

we're not terrible."
=4
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The fautth prestige vocational school visited was established

ninety-two years ago by downtown business leaders anxious to develop a

- %

training ground for fututt employees. The school, which even today serves

a major supplier of downtown clericaland office openpational help,
.

.
,

esses a beautiful, superbly-equipped modern campui.edjacent to the
not

centr business ct. Since 1935 it has/offered instruction in

college preparatory areas, providing instead a wide range of courses,in

bookkeeping, business machines, data processing, machine transcription,'

marketing, stenography, and health odotharions. Fifty-asgan pet atnt

of the school's teachers are members of the business department.

The school has traditionallybeen depictedas a secretarial school,

but an administrator insists, "We are totally devoted to commercial train -s
ing." The school enrollment was balanced between boys and girls prior to

$

World War,II, lout girls have dominated the student body since and com-

prise over 90 per cent of the students enrolled in 1980. This imbalance- ,

perpetuates the secretarial schodl image. Somewhat selective admissions

standards are applied, butt ate not fiearly as competitive as the other

schools discussed thus far. Admissions requires completiOn of two years

of high school with an average of "C" or better,: with certain general

education requirements. Many students tnter'the eleventh grade with

sreading levels well below average, and the school encourages extensive
p

course work in English to develop reading, and writing abilities. Oial,

business- related communication skills are also stressed. Moreover, a

"'-`,strict disciplinary and grooming code is enforped, giving the school a

professional demeanor, perhaps unlike any other public school in the city.

Students also have ample opportunj.ty in actual work experienceith

".
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'downtown firms, and 80 per cent of the students are retained by their

emp ).oyers on a full -time basis following graduation. "Many businesies

use die school as a replacement for their natural attrition," explained

[Ond administrator. Indeed, most of the major business firms located

dowdtown'maintain some relationship with the school and its students.

.

Employment related instruction and excellent prospects for full-time

work upon graduation make the school attractive to students from .through -

,

out.the city, many o; whom commute major.distancesto enroll. The school

drew its 900 stuents'from 52 of, the city's 64,public high schools last

year. Students who enroll at the school also have the advantage of working

in smaller claisee and access to one 'of the fourteen work coordinators.

From an administrative standpoint, such staff positions are coveked, in

- part because they' qualify for extended day benefits, which means more

capable, experiended peoplp,can be hired 2t4an for most faculty positions.

Although most vocational schools are limited to 'two or three coordinator

positions, this school's intensive trainidg placement p;ogram permits an

expanded, experienced staff.' In these and many other ways, the school has
.

..-

numerous assets that simply go -unmatched in the Majority.of the

,Al'iiini.t
>,, -

s

vocational schools.
.,,,

In sum, Chicago'g preetigdvocational schOols seem to offer as find

a set of eduqation# opportunities as can be found anywhere in public school

educat.i..ori. They have excellent facilities and equipment,

.

ministrative leadership, a stable faculty', good relations

industries and trade lnions, and attentive students.'

0110.,, to.

first-rat ad-

withrelevant

, L
,While the trade sdlool,remains predominantly white, the three other schools

, to

'Were in 1979 overWhelminglY. black i -99:8, 99.8 and 78.8 per cent, respectively.
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The minority with the most limited access to the best of Chicago's vo-.

cations' education waS the Hispanic community., Only in thecommercially-

oriented school were they found in peicentageseroughly equivalent to.

-
their presence in the citywide school system. Prestige schools,ate built

y.

slowly and the,Hispanic community in

too recently awakened politically to

its most able children.

Schools of Intermedie

intermediate quality does not decline

Chicago seems too newly formed and

have established an elite school for

Educational provision in schools of

precipitously from the high standard

,' provided in the prestige.schpols. These schools offer diverse programs,

possess many fine attributes, and undoubtedly meet the needs of many city
I)

students. Nonetheless, when compared to their prestigious competitors;

-4. they serve students who perform lesS effectively on standardized tests, and

they have moremodest facilities and equipment to offer the students who do

enroll. Their internal administration is not as powerful politically and

has less influence in making staffing 'decisions. Moreover, private sector

relatiOns are neither as abundant nor as lucrative as the prestige schools.

Site examinations included visits to three such schools, none of them show-
.

places, but all Seemingly meeting needs of specific student' constituencies.

.

All were repreSenieeby administrators and instructors proud of their"

institutions and programs,:and students seemed generally content with their'
1

learning situation.

The facilities of intermediate schools definitely testify to their

less than elite character. Two of the-schools visited have extremeiAirt-
,: .

comings,in te'rmsof facilities and equipment, while a third has success-
,

fully converted a former warehouse into a workable facility, only to be

e 42
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threatened with relocation to another site.

A north side school which serves a predominantly white constituency
-f

faces the most severe obstacle due to facility inadequacy. Shop and class-

room space is simply insufficient, and the school must offer a multiple-
9

,shift, twelve-period day to compensate for overcrowding of its 1,500. students.

Despite these measures, the school still has 60 per cent more students than

it has accompanying space during a regular day. A partial result is that

some classes are conducted in hallways.

Equipment is comparably deficient, particularly considering a fairly

diverse curriculum which includes composition, presswork, machine tool,

sheet metal, automotive engine and body repair, computer, electronics,.

machine drafting, office business machine repair, and business education

instruction. Many of the courses teach students to use equipment already

considered outdated by industry; dated linotypes are used in graphic arts

instruction because Modern equipment is not available-and 30 year old pulley-

run machines are .used in machine shops. "We're always playing catch-up,"

observed one staff member. "With little, exception, we're generally behind

where we should be if our goal is to train people.forjohs that-are Rpening to-;

day; 'Our'staff, in many cases; is dying to take a giant step forWerd."

. .

Nonetheless, the school-is able to offer bas ic instruction in.various

areas. Although admission is open to anyone in the'city who has/successfUly

completed the eighth grade, the student body primarily represents surround-
.

ing neighborhoods and seems, satisfied with the school it has selected.

While the school claims to have enjoyed consistent success' in pladingstudents

in employment following graduation, private sector contacts seem minimal.
, -

An advisory council existed previously but was ditentled when "everyone

. 11/1
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got. tired of making recommendations that had no chanceof success politi-
t.

cally or economically." ,

Limited private sector support compoupided with minimal iatitudein

self-governance proves restrictive in many ways to the school. In contrast
. -0

to experVenceS at the prestige schools, the principal of the 2chool has

little'input into staff ,selection; "We get manna or we get dirt: the

central office sends teachers to us and we receive," asserted an admbini-

40-strAtor. His comments were chatacteristic of virtually all,administrators

in intermediate and bottom -line schools. Tensions attributable to school

system financial cutbacks and con'gjomitant staff uncertainty have,only,'

exacerbated these frustrations, as facUltrare now less willing, to etperit
.

I

meat and cooperate. Services have gradually been reducea,.and the school

has but one aounselorfor,each 400 students. Without private sector

provision of equipment and training assistance, the.increasing limits on

...
,

. .

, public 'resources are all the more evident. .qtaDibe our present school

setting, which aitempts,to create a reality, doesn't do that good a job,"

. notell'an administrator. "Perhaps We need a new setting -- in conjunction
.. 1

--,-1. with industry." At intermediate schools the industry connection still
. 1

*seems a dream away.

'Resource limitations for intermediate schools was further underscored

.,*a south side schbol that serves 1,900 black-students and is comparable
0 A

to the one discussed previously. Hqused within a warehouse converted for

school usage in 1964, the school leas the severe overcrowdingproblem Of

its north side competitor but features many similar facility and equipment
w

limitations. "We have always felt that the school was shortchanged," noted
,.-

one.staff member, citing inadequate shop,, auditorium, and physical education



facilities. The building bears the marks ofan institution not designed

as ,a school; only vociferous parentilpressure placed on thelioard of

Education produced fresh painting, dropped ceilings, and new electrical

fixtures. Staff members are proud of daeir ability to,work as effec

as they are under_such poor circumstances. A "team" metaphor is con

tively

colsstantly employed at the school; "We don't have fancy things\other sch

have, but I'm not sure you need them in order to have a fine school,"

(explained one administrator.

Applibetion is open to any city student, and admission_is somewhat

selective, although entrance is not as competitive as the Prestigious

vocational high schools.. Approximately 50 per cent of the school's grade-
y_.1

ates advance directly into colrege programS, while others opt for immediat

.entry into the work force. Graduates .are required to complete both aca-

6

demic and vocational majors, which encourages exploration of both potential

academic and employment options available to each student. Indeed, the

school seems to compensate for physical limitations with a diverse curri-

culum that includes twenty -onenajor areas of vpcational concentration;

(including music, commercial'art,'andpractical nursing, in addition to
4 -

mord_commonplace programs. Yet, facility limitatiOns and dated equipment

Prevent development of vocational curriculum responsive to technological
N

and market changes. '"Our curriculum has been stable, without much change

over the past five years,"-assessed one administrator.

Cuiricular rigidity, similar to the other intermediate dhool, is

also enforceeby central office determination of stiff - In, ddition, the
,

school administrative staff has been signifiCantly re44ced in recent
44 4

months because of school system-budget cutting. This enders innovation

42.
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,
and experimentation even more improbable, Private sector input and sup-

port has been virtually nonexistent and is unanticipated in upcoming

years'. The wide residential aistribution'of the school's student body

is cited as one of :the Main reasons for limited private sector participa-

,

tion,lalthough, as evidenced in other prestige schools, such geographic

. diversity need not be an impediment. Instead; this intermediate school,

comparable with the one discussed previously, simply cannot compete with

the prestigious schoOls that are well-staffed and equipped, and have the

most talented students in the vocational prOgrams. The school compensates

by promoting as positive an image as possible and rallying its constitu-

1

.

ency around a theme of resiliency in the face of adversity; parents, for

.
example, participate in regular school council meetings and are tapped

regularly as a force to demand more resources'from,the Board of Education.

The third school of intermediate quality that we-visited was designed

in the late 1960s as an alternative for males between-the ages of 16 and

20 who had been relatively unsuccessful in their previous academic work

0
and seemed unlikely to gradUate from high school. This new school

attempted to fill gaps lift by the Board of Education dismantlement of

continuation schooli, which were aimed at such constituencies. While it'

emphasized project-oriented instruction, the school day' is evenly. diirided

between academic instruction and work experience or training, much of which

Occurs outside the school.

The school is located in a

and is easily accessibleloy,mass

- k-
(

converted-south side factory building,

transportation, a major asset since the

student.body of approximately 350 males is scattered about the city. Pro-

grams are tailored to meet individual needs, and,scuIpted by a faculty of-

46
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ti
thirty plus fivd counselors; according to an administrator, '"They have a 4

total commitment to make the -place go." The school's first principal

was allowed to select one-third of the faculty and screened all,additional
0

staff members. Facilities are somewhat limited, but partial compensation

is provided by active private sector participants, many of whom establish

in- school, mini - factories that provide students with relevant work ex-
,

peiience and some compensation for their efforts. Such cooperative ventures

have been frequent d most impressive, including a rehabilitation project

of five neighborhood homes. This unusually successful undertaking re-
,

6

ceived support from the city government, OETA, a local financial insti-

tution, and a quasi-public service agency. Other cooperative efforts

have included regular internships with a neighboring hospital., rebuilding

automobile alternators for re-use, and preiating electronic cables far,

public use.. The school also has an advisory:_ council comprised of business

leaders which plays a prominent role in designing curriculum.

The school justifiably. ranks muting the finest of city alternative

institutions for students unsatisfied and unproductive in a traditional

school environment, and it is the only one with this specific charge in

the public school system. Its relatibns with t- he private sector have
-

been extensive, and permitted enormous experimentation despite the rela-

tively short5history of the school and the limited experience of its students.

Nonetheless, the school suffers from uncertain fliture, which undermines
.

further cultivation of private sec r relations. The neighboring hospital .

which has provided such extensive training experience has obtained apprval"4

to .expand its facility onto,the. property presently occupied by t(e school.

This has proven a most stunning development both because of the hospital's

47



previous support for the school and-the availability of-other hospital

facilities within the same general area of the city. The Board of Education,

however, has elected not to challenge the hoSpital expansion. It has agreed

to sellthe property and find a new site, although one has not yet been deter-

mined. In any regard, it is difficult to envision acquisition of a comparable

site and redevelopment of private sector support in a brief time period,

particularly since present board financial difficulties will limit staff,

facilitiesNnd equipment investment. The school reopened at its present

location this fall, for, perhaps the last time, with waiting lists of 400.to

500 students. for the 350 places offered. The school testifies to the poten-

tial of vocational education.inst ruction for students With unsuccessful-

acadf;mir backgrounds, and the cap acity for attraction,of private sedtor

support and'cooperatimin'such an effort. Nonetheless, it has not received

the suppdrt prestigious Counterparts might have enjoyed had they been

threatened with tnnexation-.

Least Equipped and Able Schools. It would be inaccurate and -unfair to

label the remaining vocational schools, the lowest tier within the hierarchy

of schools and programs, as "dumping grounds." Howevek, there are clearly

identifiable schools, which, unlike their prestigious and some,intermed-

iary counterparts, are accessible to allapplicants and'geherally instruct

students withthe.leest ability, as determined by grades and test scores.

Moreover, these schools have the poorest facilities and equipment of the

schools visited, have little self-governtng.dtpacity, minimal substantive

contact with the-private sector, and limited counseling and placement
40-°

services. They do offer d' variety of vocational; education instruction and

45.
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do meet the needs of many students who have little priorbkill or likeli-

hood of finding eskployment. 'Many of our kids would be lost in another

school, they just wouldn't survive," was a refrain sounded by one admini-

strator and echoed by colleagues in the three schools visited .

which rank within this lowest level of the hierarchy. The schools claim

they provide comfortable Places for student growth to occur, insisting

that they have. coped well under difficult circumstances. They face uncertain

futures, in part because dilapidated facilities and loW -quality programs have

invited consideratiort of relocation on alternative sites or outright

school closure.

Closing is an immedtete threat facing one of the schools loCated on

the south side and serving an exclusively bleak student body of 650 student's.

The school was placed on a list of twenty-four buildings scheduled for

:closing in.,the gall of 1980, but aggressive parent and community protests

convinced the Board o Education.to keep the school open for at least one

more year. As a result, the school-will cont4nue to offer its instructional

services but remains unable to obtain necessary funds for tendvation

because of its precarious status. "I don't .think it is a place for kids
,

to go to school, it's probably the worst building in the city," commented

- one administrator.
ti

.Even prior to, it on the-endangered list; the school suffered

from deferred maintenance and failure obtain modern equipment. Several-
of its shops seem well- equipped,` and the school boasts an award-winning

'furniture construction and repair'shop, but the dismal structure limits

(rl°
any hope of rehabilitating the school. Pdrents alidthe local community

. rallied -in7-sUpport after the announced school closing.

'4'4 ;

iinistrator acknowledged, "The school has s pport but

Howev,tt, as one ad-
.

it is emotional.
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Many have an affinity toward the - school, some because they attended it

previously. Beth tend toignore the problems, the bad walls, the poor
4

gym, the lack of a pool and the other problems." In addition, private
. --

sector support has been limited to'some job. placement and /participation

Of business and industrial visitors in various seminars. If,-indeed, the
0

school is to be dissolved, it is uncertain "at Options...would be made

available to its students, many of whom come from sirrrounding Rublic housing

projects and lack the adedemic qualifications necessary to gain admission

into most of

. Similar dilemmas face another vocational school which contends with

the other vocational schools.

facility limitations in serving nine - hundred girls,,a plUralit of whom
_ . 0

°
-1 ,--.

are Hispanic; The' faoillityk is crowded and serves a student body that
0

-,.,ft, 0

would not qualify for many otherprograms.

improvements is unlikely, not only because

0

because plans for an

FiLpanciazsupport for physical
b

of,-budgepore4uctions but also \-

,

entirely new facilityah4been cOnSideredwith a-
:

decision deferred .for an 'indefinite periods gb

The school is open to all applicants. In.1979-4itsAnitial class
ti*

tof,around 1,000 was trimmed to 'about 900 Alter the school year btgan, as

4

some students elected to attend other institutiis. ppriomg the course bf

the year it can be expected' that enrollient will dealing to ,750, with
4

pregnahry a major contributor to the dropout rate. Thkschool offers
4

1

nymeroui-business courses,':including bookkeeping, accounting, general .

14 q
.iminess; shorthand,, stenography,

a and data processing It also has a
.

? and a practical nursingcosmetology school Aithoughthe curricu-'
, A

lum has recently incl d d -cours a in word processing and mathematics, an :

admiastrator observed that "the school's curricul hasn't change0 much

50
.7.
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in i5 years." Instead,it consistently emphasizes "the old stereotyped

jobs foi girls." A former member of the Board of Education provided a

similar assessment, and expressed'frustration that the vocational school
r

with the largest percentage of Hispanic enrollment emphasized' such tradi-

tional instruction for girls, compared to the expansive curricular offer-

ings of the prestige vocational schOols, whose enrollments are predomi-

nantly black aid white. ,Administrators of this school, similar to the

ones of the school discussed previously, have no input on staffing decitions.

"We have no voice on selection of personnel," explained one administrator.
IN*

"Our office receiveaRphone call from the personnel department regarding'

new appointments sometimes before he new teacher arrives." The

school appears have suffered more serious reperc sions of morale and

staff disharmony from the financial crisis and resulting strike than other

vocational schools, and it has had a particular difficulty recruiting

reading teachers from its assigned faculty. The school faculty, however,.

has generally taught at the school for' an ext4ded period and administrators

report that many have establisfied job placements for students.

Summary. When examihed at the school-building level, vocational. edeca-
,

tion, as provided in specialized schoolt, exhibits a hierarchical structure

of service delivery. The most able students study in well-equipped, well-

administered schools, supported by private donations, and can find. ready

access to commerce and industry upon graduation. The least able, least

industrious students attend poorly- equipped schools; staffed by less able
; -e-%.

-faculty, and operated largely without private sector support. They can

be guaranteed employmcnt upon graduations

1 r

51-
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fs
Ethnically, the students attending these schools are largely a cross

section of the public'school population 'as a whole. Eighteen per cent are

white, and 75.7 per cent are black. However, Hispanics are significantly

, under-represented in vocational schools; only 5;8 per cent are in attendance

0

and most of these are ata low-quality school serving an all-female popu-

lation.

This hierarchical pattern seems not tovhave been anticipated either
. 40.

by those who advocated or those who condemned the specialized vocational

school. Both anticipated a system df vocational education rigidly separa-

ted from academic schools, uniform in' its curricufilm, student clientele;

and relationship to the marketplace. But vocational schools competed for
Ak

a place in American eduCation. By luck or by perseverance some stols

have won a privileged niche, while others have decayed-to the point where

declining facilities may force closure, as school enrollments decline. It

is no easier to4generalize about vocational education than about the cam-
,

prehensive neighborhood school, which is still the basid institution in

,Chicago's system of secondary education.

Chicago's Comprehensive Schools '

Chicago's comprehensive schools are as varied as the.neighborhoods

in which they are located. Some are middle-class, academidally-oriented,

'.safe schools located in tree-lined neighborhoods far from the heart of

_thig great urban center. Others are dreary, oppressive schools' where noon

1 4'

recess invites drugs, vandalism, and violence. Still others are battle-

grounds, where competing ethnic .and racial groups attempt to,assert,their

supremacy over a racially changing community. The large number and great

variety of comprehensive schools in Chicago precludes the kind opg detailed

52
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I

attention and analysis that we have_giveeto the specialized schools.'

-'Instead we shall have to hake broad'generalizatcns about vocational 11*

1_

'training in oomprehensive high schools, recognizing that man exceptions

r.to these patterns obviously )1:4tain.

'Each Chicago comprehensive high school offers vocational courses

and features a special vocational emphasis, bqt these offerings tend to

be overshadowed by the general curriculum in comp4thensive high schools.

Within these schools, vocational courses are often described as "dumping

grounds" for students deemed unlikely candidates for college preparatory

courses or even for admission to specialized vocational high schools.

Administrators in comprehensive high schools and in the Department of

cations' Education obs'erved thie vocational instruction atthe comprehen-

sive school level is often rudimentary in nature'because of the limited

staff and equipment resources available for dispersal throughout the

system. Instruction is generally designed to provide basic instruction

in a specific occupational area supplemented by rotational experiences

through other vocations. "Our shops are not trul vocational," observed;,,

one comprehensive School administrator, who explained that comprehensive

schools recognize their tructional limitations and attempt to work

within these parameters.

Technological changes aion it unlikely that a city school

district such as Chicago's could regularly update vocational curriculum in

all of itshigh 'schools. Because,"fSirness" requires that comprehensive

schools be comparably equipped, expensive new technologies cannot be financed

for all schools and therefore are usually supplied to noneAs one admini-

s6Stor explained, purchase Of shop equipment is difficult for coaqprehensiye

4
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schools, bath because' of the expense of individual pieces of sophisticated -

equipment and the dilemma of equitably distributing the sparse new equip-
:

ment that is *liable. (The prestigious schools, by contrast, secure-
..

;'
.Aw

such equipment and material through private donation.,)

E

As a result, advanced 'skill training is generally-\not proVided in

these schools. Instead, general work-relatd skills 'are strWssed,

including introduction to the basic language of specific vocational., areas

:6. and to the expectations that will be made by employers in certain indus-

tries. This is supplemented by some project-oriented training with

equipment, although much of this instructiOn is not' directly applicable

for a student seeking immediateemployment 'upon ,graduation.

., 1,
Clerical and general business courses -may be somewhat more thorough

,...-..

in their introductory- courses, perhaps becauie, of reriance ,on more
. .

,..

static 'technologies. At least' they can proVide graduates' with typing ..

..,
,,/

and machine transcription skills that might qualify them for immediate
,

employment. "The wisest investment we :could make, if the money' was avail-

, y,-,'

able, would be to update all our typewriter iabs ,so. that they were entirely
. /

. electric," an administrator explained. This might be followed by acqui-

A aititon of-new equipment for accounting and dada processing courses. At

'present, the comprehensive schools do 7f eature fairly extensive instruction

in comp4ter science. The Board' of ,F,ducation has two-hundred computer

f
terminal dispersed about the city, with at least one in every city high

sc.trool except one. Yet, courses are generally introdUctoryoin'nature,

.(:;'

. _.

and direct employment opportunities "awe Minimal because of high indusl try

entry requiremerits. Nonetheless, the-emphasis on gene441,instruction,

' 1 ,

such a..4,typintand langta.ge art skill;,%ias advanced- as the area in which
.

1
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vocational instruction in comprehensive high schdols could be most effec-

tire.

.

Comprehensive high school administrators charged with overseeing

vocational programs are expected to make 'the beSt of an adverse situation,

similar to that encountered in 9,..e-least able and equipped !vocational

schools. Staffing flexibility is minimal,' acilities and eqUipment are

limited and-Often outdated, and private sector support and cooperation
!I

are largely.nonexistent. 'Moreover, comprehensive school vocational pro-

grams' are universally identified as repositories for students considered'

least promisinkcandidated fonaIt cademic and professional success. Both ,

shop and business oriented vocational courses are described in these terms

by administrators- familiar with comprehensive high schools.

These programs, are further debilitated by staffing guidelines that

seem to prevent Comprehensive vocational instruction from,equalling'that

offered in vocational high. schools. instructors of vocational eaucation

-
, .-i0o-- . i

in comprehensive high schools' often have little or lo work- related ex-

4 . . ,

periende, -and they- enter Chico - schools` directly from college' and univer-..
.

sity degree programs. IN like the mbre seasoned faculty that dominates
e /..

.

maay'of the vocational schools in .the -City, comprehensive school faculty

. _

are often inexperienced in their respective instructiona fields and

posdess relatively few. contacts with local-firms and industries to estab-

cooperative relations. "I want people who are professionals in their

.
. .

`field first and teacher's secodd. Teachers who-have worked are more suCceii7
.

ful as-teadhers, they'Neworked with'people,-ihey'vemarihged a shop,"
-.-,,

-,-.,
% .-

explained one central Office administrator, who bemoaned the numerous

. p.

restraints'-on hiring flexibility. 'Indeed, 'this !es .a universal complaint

l

55.
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offered by vocational education administrators at all levels. Admihi-
.

strators are generally denied incentives to reward and encourage .teaching

ok
excellence and authority to respond to ineffectiveness and ineptitude.

A

0

Cooperation between instructors of genial subjects and vocational

subjects -- even mutual awareness of program efforts -- appears to be

'\ minimal. Numerous individuals OOnversant'with-vocational education in

Chicago insisted that vocational and general' instruction could be tailored

to facilitate-growth,in both areas. English courses, .for example, could

be sensitive to students with vocational interests, and'encourage develop-
4

ment of skills" helpful to individuals potentially seeking employment in

a specific area. Vocational-instruction, meanwhile, could be more re-
.

.sponsive to basic skill development, and enCourage students to cultivate

language and mathematic skills within the vernacular of a specific voca-

tional area. "We need to integrate scholastic programs with techr454----

ones," explained one principal. 'Some teachers perceive his as a
<'

.-.

Challenge, others see it as.a threat." Blending of emphases, presently .

°occurs in certain vocational high sChdOl programs, particularly among the

it s
t prestige schools, but/doeltfinot appear to occur in the vocational programs

of comprehenspe'high schools. One comprehensive school ,administrator

-explained: "Our fac ty tend to be very insecure and tend to'stay by them-,,

selves. All our co ses should tie in but they are separate. ".
4

Indeed, such discord is particUlarly evideq at the Comprehensive.
. p '

high school level where innovation is sluggish and, the learning
.

environment is not nearly,as attractive as in most vocational highchools:
.

Slow program implementation is characteristic of any administration

as cumbersome as the Chicago public schools, particularly when beset by
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financial crisis. °Nonetheless,belated and half-hearted responses to

,vocationhl program requests offered by the dramatically under-represented

Hispanic. community illustrates the limited emphasis placed.on compreheml
0

sive vocational programs. Introduction of vocational, programs in a pre-
_

dominantly Hispanic high school was repeatedly delayed, end the programs

that have been adopted are_likened to glorified industrial arts shops
*

experiences by community leaders. "They are superficial in'their voca -

tional education instruction," contended.one former member of the 'Board

of Education, who equated the new programs with those of other compre-

-hensive high'schools. vocational course distribution through

neighborhood schools is a particular souce of frustration to leaders of

the Hispanic community, whose constituencies have not participated ex-
_

y in Aire-vacatIonal2high-school7progratisT-particularly those

,offered by prestige, -schools i the city. "Parents are..just trying to

exist," said one H- ispanic leader, "how are they going to have the time

and sophistication_ to find atNow to. get a kid.into a program in the

trade school?"

, .

Program integrity-questions-dotwithatanding, comprehensive high schools

°

i
also lack the "fortress" image that undergirds many of the vocational high

schools.. Neighborhood gangs are prominent in certain areas of Chicago and

serve as divisive forces in many local Comprehensive high schools. 'Predict-
'

ably, vocational, programs in comprehensive schools are enmeshed in this

dilemma, plrticularly since many of these programs contain many students

unlikely ,to seek advanced education or secure successful entry into the

work force. This contrasts sharply tAth the image of many vocational high

schools, which are perc ived as "safer" than comprehensive schools.
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Students must apply to vocational schools, andi, in many cases, commit

55.

themselves to a progtam far more, disciplined than those offered in neigh-

borhood high schools. Moreover, they often travel extensive distaices

from their homes to the vocational school. Since this reduces neighbor-
. .

hood identification with and participation in the. school, much of the pon-1
tial impact of neighborhood gangs is defused. Vocational school admini-

strators consistently stated that this enhances their attractiveness in

,comparison with their comprehensive counterparts.

Summary. The contrasts between the more prestigious_schools and

vocational provision in comprehensive high schools account for the contin-

uing debate over the quality and utility of vocational programg. While.

the better programs are of dndoubted value, many, if not most, students

------azrudthii-e access to them. Unchallenged by the offerings in the compre-

hensive

)

hensive schools that are left, they "drop out" or turn to programs offered'
.

by the* Comprehensive
Employtent'and Training Act, While urban schools

-seem to-be able to provide high-quality vocational training, they find it

much more difficult to provide such training to the less able and lees
.

,

.

.well-motivated- of their students. Changing local school capacities in-
,

.

.

,-,

this Regard has been an Increasingly salient objective-of federal voca-

tional policy.

4
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Federal Policy Effects on'Chicago's Program

The shape of vocational education in Chicago seems to be far more

attributable to .the product of lochl political forces than the outcome
ar"

of recent tanges in federal policy. Although the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917

may have justified the establishment of vocational high schools and a con-

tg.nuation school that continues today under a different title, there is

meagre evidence that the major vocational education legislation passed in

19.63; 1968'and 1976 have led to significant restructuring of,local policies

and activities. It is always difficult to winnow federal impact from the

myriad of. other influences on schools, to be sure, and perhaps the federal

emphasis on eliminating sex, racial and other inequalities has in many

indirect ways changed the,orientations of teachers and administrators.

But the amount of perceived local policy change that can be directly

attributed to recent amendments to the Vocational EduCation Act is extremely

limited.

General Local Awarenesd of Federal Policies
.

-

Until very recently, administrators at the school building level wire

almost totally uaawate of the Vocational Education Act. Onlyfwo years
. 4

,

ago even the farms which describe the number and composition of pupils in

vocational education courses, the very basis of state and federal funding,

were prepared in the school system's central office, not at the building

site where Courses were offered. Under a more vigorous new administrative

leadership, Chicago's vocational education office has in cooperation with

the state undertaken a nuMber, of orientation sessions with principals and
A

,other appropriate building-level personnel, explaining to them the purpose

t.
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an function of recording the distribution of pupils in vocational educa-

.-

don asses. Now most administrators know4thaethe state requires both

an annual plan and a report on enrollments in specific programs; though'

the state still finds too many fOrms inaccurately and?impraperly prepared.
- .

But if building-level administrators %ow are learding how to process

information required by the state, there is little evidence that federal

regulations are affecting their: activitiesn any other way. Even in the

central office, where administrators assume the primary byrden for report-

ing plans and activities to the state department, we found litileihterest

in and concern about policies mandated by the federal government. Admint-

r'
strators were generally, aware of the forns ,that they were required to

prepare, but treated them as largely Lrrelevaht to the administration's

everyday. activities. Federal vocational policies,-seldom praised or

,condemned, were regarded as being'of',onlY marginSI concern to local schoots.

In fact, when local administrators were asked about the effect of

federal policies on their progams, they generally did not refer to the,

..

Vocational Education, Act at all. Instead
2

they discussed teacher desegre-
,

ption requirements, which sharply curtailed already limited local princi-4
.

pal discretion over staff recruitment.- One school administrator* when asked

to comment on federal pOlicy, said_tgat 'teacher lesegregation policies

contributed to staffing instability,' and was responsible in part for

shuffling seventeen different-teachers in one class during a single

academic year. Another principal.sad.dthe was unable to obtain a librarian

because he could not obtain a white teacher to fulfill the post; an addi-

tional black teacher would have,been contrary ;o federalguidelines be-

cause it increased racial separation in the school. Another principal

60
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exclaimed, "We!ve shuffled once before and many schools have foundcomL-

plience impOssible because of all the o er turmoil, meaning that yet,

another shake -up will be coming Soon." "reacher desegregation policies

ordered by the Department of Justice have had definite impacts in Chicago;

for better or worse, the effect of national policy is felt at the local.,

a

level.

58.

Implementation of Specific Provisions of Vocational Education Act

Sex' Stereotyping. By comparison, the effects of specific provisions

of thA Vocational Education Act have tbeen miniscule, with sex stereotyping

of vocational curriculum &case in point.- The Vocational Edudation Amend-

ments of 1976 place great stress on modifying school practices in this

C-

area. The Amendments express a. commitmqnt ?to develop andicarri out such

programs of vocational education within each Stateso,as to overcome sex

discrimination an4 sex stereotyping. . " Accordingly, the law requires

1
4.-

that state education departments assign full. -time personnel whose special

<
,

responsibility Is to review and analyze all state vocational education

6
programs' for sex bias . National,state, and local advisory councils are

. .

expected,to include "women . . . who are knowledgeable wIth respect to the
(4,

special experiences and problems of sex discrimination in job training
- ,

and employment. ". The Act,Alsofuncis specific programs "to overcome sex

bias," encourages research on problems of "sex bias and sex stereotyping," "

azd'eAcourages curriculum development designed to overcome sex bias. If

*a

.

there is aq.clearly specifie&polIcy in the legislation, it is the comit-

ment to reducing sex ;bias in vocatiOnallucation.

At the local level we'found little'evidence that this national commit-
.

ment was inducing-major modifications in local practise and behavior.

w.

The iaucity"ot local complaintsabout state and federal interference it

0 *
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**-
this area was one indicator that littlg new was being ,asked of local

A

officials. Significantly, the three,vacational high schools which have

traditionally serviced women remained predominantly feMald in

the fall of 1979. The most prestigious of the predominantly female schools

did have 77 male students, about 10 per.cent of the school's population.

However, the other two schools had only thtee boys between them. In

addition, 'one vocational adhoOcwas all male, and the prestigious trade

school Tdas 96 per cent male. Principals attributed the continued sex

stereotyping in many of the vocational programs to a nUmler of factors:

4 .
girls dislike "loud, dirty.work"; boys realize that ehe income in tradi -

J
tionaily female occupations is relatively poor; "boys do not have the fine

motor skilit that girls-do"; schools cannot counteract the influence of

the home. To remedy this, some principals have chosen women in tradi-

tionally non - female, trades to serve as speakers for local assemblies,

and some schools have other programs that try to make women aware that

there are well-paying trades which are seeking women. This kind of affirma-

tive action, however, occurs Infrequently. Compliance with federal re-
,.

qUirements is laly limited to the formal opening up of alli,courses. to

-
both sexes; though evenhere:we discovered one schoolwhose catarogues

contTTnue to list separate course requirements for boys and girls along\

the ual sex stereotyped lines. The ong.concern expressed locally about

/ .

the ffeok of federal policy had' to do with the most prestigious cm-
..

mercial school for woman. Local administrators seemed somewhat fearful

that federal regulations might require closing the school down because its

population was predominantly female. Although this would seem to be a

distant threat, local officials felt it was only ironic that policies
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designed.to open up employment opportunities for women could close down the

most successful programk for female vocational training in the city.

Evaluation. Dtt limited effects of- federal policy were further evi-

dent from the way in which the city and state complied with the evaluation
A

requirements of the legislation: According to federal legislation,

evaluation requiredents ate.stringent. The Vocational E4ucation Amend-

meats of 1976 provide that each state must,"eValuate the effectiveness

'of each Program within tie state being assisted with funds availaffle'under

this Act." In addition the legis ation asserts that "each state shall

evaluate, by, using data col eared, wherever poisible, by statistically

valid sampling. techniques, ea such program within the state which pur-
1

ports-mInpart entry level job skills according to the extent to which

program compleiers and leavers: 1) find employment-in-occupations re-
ti

lated to their training, and 2) are considered by their employers to be'

2 well-trained and prepared for employment."

The demands:and sophistication of these legal requirements notwithr

standing; evaluation of vocational education programs in Chicago are co -

ducted in accord with traditional approaches-and techniqued that in' the

V

9

end leave local school officials with almost complete discretion over their

awn programming. It is.trUe that each schoOl must file an accountability

report for every. program within that school., However, the' accountability
4

%
report only records the number of' students by-race, sex, handicap,'and

economically

whether not they are/disadvantaged. This information is necessary to

apply...the formula for distributing state and federal funds. Also, the

state has arranged for a group of evaluators to visit each school once

every five years to assess the strengths and weaknesses of .the
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The State of Illinois' own accountability report for the 1978 Fiscal
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vocational offerings. However, nothing in the evaluation plan requires

that the visitors be given information on student 910.11s. Moreover, in-

(
'formation from on -site evaluations lis notoused to determine whether

.funding should be continued. Instead, local officials are left to deter-

mine for themselves whether pr not they wish- to modify practices in light

of reviews by evaluators. Not surprisingli, local officials had few

complaints about the evaluation process. As one state official observed,

"We have a good working relationship, and are much closer n

day basis."

on a day -to-

Year provides am insight into the way inwhich the state has defined its

am responsibilities to the federal government under the Vocational
. .

Education'Amendments of -1976. This 144 -page. document is a masterpiece

of obfuscation which fails to comply even minimally with either the spirit,

or the letter of federal legislation. Although it does report information

on the programs for which vocational -dollars were expended,'and it does

report the specific institutions which received these dollars from the

state, there is no way in which a reader can make any apterminatioRz17
. ,

.
,

.

..

the effectiveness of these programs in meeting federal objectives. For

example,.the report state§ that under the basic grants program of the Vo-

cational Education Act (the'largestof all vocational education programs),

federal, state and local mo e$ were used to "support vocational education

-programs for all individu (Accountability. Report, 1978, p. 29).'

Federal monies amounted o $15:8 million, sate dollarswerd.$17.3 million,

and local dollars were $243.3 million. It chronicles the number of

students served, and the percentage breakdown by race, sex, and educational.

64 ,
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level, and also reports that 24 per cent of the students were identified

as being disadvantaged and/or handicapped. The State of Illinois does not

state here or anywhere else in its accountability report such information

as: 1) the number of -students, by sex and race, in each type of program;

2) the exact formula by which funds are allocated among institutions and

local educational agencies; 3) the kinds of programs that seem most

successful in preparing students for employment; or 4) any assessment of

ti

L

the qdality of programs for the handicapped.

The report does include information on the percentage of students. .

4

graduating from vocational education programs who are unemployed. It

states that maempldyment levels of graduates of secondary programs was

4.7 per cent; postsecondary,.2.4 per cent; and adult. programs, 7.7 per cent-.

These compare with-statewideaunemployment rates in Illinois of 21.5 per

cent for 16-17 year olds, 14.8. per cent for 18-19 year-olds, and 10.8 ger

cent for those 20-24. While these f gures suggest Alt vocational educa--,

tion is an astounding success in the State of Illinois; in"fact, they

probably mean nothing at all.. We are not told in the accountabillty.re-
-r

A

port how the employment experiences of graduates of the prograth are db,-:
o

tained. In the schools that we visited we discovered n carefUlly con=

ducted study to determine career experiences of program aduates. Instead,
1

we were told that obtaining this kind of information bordered on the

00°
impossible. ').Principals and guidave counselors have discoVered that

graduates of vocational education Programs are often reluctant to fill

out detailed information on their employment experiences. It seems that

the worse their experiences, the less likely they are to respond to

questionnaires. ,Indeed, schools often lose contact with many of their
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graduates altogether. Since non of these difficulties are even mentioned

in the Accountability Report, the reliability of the figures reported

would seem to be highly

The Accountability

of the evaluation teams

dubious.

Report also summarizes some of the conclusions

N.
plidt visited around one-fourthof the state's

programs. Once again,*the information is Of virtually no utility what-

soever. The report informs us that "students and staff surveyed were

highly complimeniary--o-fthe services provi$0," that "occupational

education staff in the secondary and post-secondary-institutions Pin the
1 .

state are well qualified: that 93 pei cent of administratqrs ratedthe
.

),
-.

.

level of board support" for their prOgram as "high-to average," "and" that '

. ,

"the importance of LEA-CETA articulation is being recognized by local

agencies" (Accountability-Report, 1978, p. 12). The"bnly criticaf ob-

servation had to do with guidance services for °disadvantaged and handi-

capped students, which evaluation teams suggested could be improved

through "inservice training." Clearly, on-site evaluiti9ns often yield

..
., qualitative information that usefully su plements quantitative information

'.,._

on student performances. -But neither 'in the Accountability Report nor in

..-

canVrsation with state officials did we find evidence that the
,

qualits-
Q. 0

tive information obtained by evaluation, teams was being carefully `reviewed

to strengthen overall state vocational education policy. ,Instead,, results

were used in a self-justificatory manner by 'the state agency'in its report'

to the federal government. Significantly, there is no mention in the

Accountability Report nor did we obtain .any suoh information in our,

interviews in Chicago -- that state officials were using evaluations to

secure higher levels of local compliance with state and federal objectives.
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Advisory Councils. The 1976 Amendments required that each funding
.

A
recipient 'flestablish_a local aaisory council to ftovide ... advice

on currant job needs and on the relevancy of courses being offered. ..."

(90 STAT. 2176). The Amendment called for broad participation id these

Councils; including members of the gederal public and experts in specific

vocational areas germane to the program.

Like othercentral points of the legislation, the council require-

ments have had virtually no visible impaction Chicago. Advisory councils

have long been active participants in governance ofChicago vocational

prOgrams; some patchwork councils may havh been grafted onto'schools to

univerSalizetheir presente,but the most ones, were developed

well in advance of federal endorsement of them. "Our, council has been very
ti

helpful," said one,yocatiOnal school principal whose council has' been in
.

.place
.

since-the early 1970s. VA lot of-councils are impOsed'on schools,

Symbiotic
, .

but ours haS been designed to meet our needs "
-,

-council-

vocationalschool relaiions'ire evident in other institutions as well,

t' ? -,
and have historj.x411y 8een advantageous to numerous Chicago school par-

..°,
0

.

ticularly prestigious ones, Indeed, while the federal legislation.stresset.
.. .

aa primary role of curricular adviSement;:,Chicago schook'advisory councils

have 'focused aaequiPmentAdonations 'to schools, internships and
,

. t

eventual joss for spiddata. Predictably, advisory councils at theleast-.
able and equipped sChoOls'are largely perfdpratory.

'Differences in the roles played by local advisory councils tend to

'

undergird thelierarChical rankings of vocational schools. The schools
*-

most widely,praised for high cdmpetence of instruction and quality of;,..

overall program consistently grove to be thdge'vith well-established

,
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linkages to,the private

'cussed have attained cit

\

f P

sector. Two of_the prestige schools previously dis-

ywide prominence ad.training centers that,,,reigularly.

supply numerous city firms.- with,warkers, .and these have cloose communications'

with the private sector. Other cooperative ventures have included several

-multi=party agreements in which the schools provide students, private firms

offer trainingfexpertise and equipment, the federal goveimment (often through

-
tETA)'contributes funding, citywide public ce organizations lend admini-

strative,skilIs, and local' financial institutions undeWrite certain expendi-
,

tures. While such pro rams empha4ge individual training, also produce

' tangible results,%stch,as the comprehensive rehabilitation of five westsaide
. - °

.,

)
, '"°./ 4,

homes and a dowitown instructional facility.,

These success stories indicate haw valuable industry cooperation is for

i .

. .

.

_successft/ vocationalikcation. Ws-a city financial leader recently wrote:
° t '.

"School administrators must join business loaders inidentifyini long-range" f ,

p

needs. Together, they can provide the kind of quality education that will

. /
n 'a .:

- make graduation a natural itepping-stane to full -time emiiloymentP:
' e '0 i '

(Perkins, 1980). At the same,time, successful programs are those best able

. : t
- .,

.

. to build contacts dith the'nriVate sector. In general,'bUsiness and industry
--, -

'
. .

,

join with aqhopls to provide-hi07-quality equipment. and programming only when:,
_

.

'ttle'schoof has already established, an outstanding set o fferings., The 1'

a -. S
-- ..

relationship is'not unlike that of the,Prarerbiai chidken and egg problem;'the

,.two go together but which comes first is difficult to ascertain.,
.

,

SchooiSwithout fervent private %sector 'support are.more likely to

have theiilcouncils-dominatelopy parents. This is not as attractive to

individual school' administrators as securing lucrative cooperative agree-

mentd that could bolster a school's prestigei'but it.still proves poll-

ticallylielpful at time's.' Two.vocatidnal high school principals testiLad

to the efacicy,of disgruntled parents in obtaining additional resources

68
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from the Board of Education? Qrganized parental action can focus atten-

tion on glaring problems and can produce surprising results. Parent-

,

led council achievements have included obtaining approval for extensive

building improvements in one vocational, high school and securing a 'delay.-

in school-closing for another. Parents, no matter how devoted and astute

politically, hbweve', are unable_ta cultivate the detailed private support

Nr

available to more prestigious vocational schools.

Administrative Structure. The limited impact of federal policy on

local vocational education is perhaps best exemplified by the formal'admini-

strative structure within the Chicago public schools. Nationally, major

changes in vocational education policy have occurred since the Smith-

Hughes. Act of .1917 was replaced by the Vocational Education Act of 1963,

as amended in 1968 and 1976. In general, federal emphasis has moved

away from training forspeCifit vocations - =agriculture; home economics,

industrial, commercial,' health, and the like -- in favor of training
c-

specific categories of individuals -- didadvantaged, Women, handicapped,

and racial and linguistic minorities. AsGentry has observed, "The

emphasis' changed in the 1963 Act from programs to serving special target
, .

groups of people ...".(Gentry, 1979, p. '42). If this ha's happened in

'Washington and to some extent, in Springfield, there is stilrlittle formal

organizatiOnal evidence that comparable changes have occurred in Chicago.

The administrative subdivisions within the city vocational education

aepartment continue to be programmatic: practical arts and technical

subjects, home economics; health occupations, computer sciences, business,

and adult education.



Fiscal Policies. Ai.though Chicago administrators were generally
unaware of and uninterested in federal vocational requirements, this was
-much less true of Illinois fiscal policy under the Vocational Education

r

Act. Central office
administrators expressed considerable concern about

the formula which the state used to disburse state and federal vocational
funds.

Local officials
were distuqt rbed by 1h fact that even though Chicago

schools serve a predominantly low-tncome, minority population, thesystem still
does not receive aid under the Vocational Education Act at a level commen-
surate with the city's share of the state, school population., While the city
has approximately 25 per cent bf the state's public school population, and
over 21 per cent of

the ,public school population at the secondary leyel,
it received-only.-14 per cent of the federal

vocational education dollars

67.

spent in the State of Illinois in 1979 (see Table 10). Chicago received
additional federal monies in 1979 and may have improved its relative

position, but the city still appears to be poorly rewarded in the statewide
competition for federal vocational dollars.

Predictably, the formula by which resources ara allocated is extra-
ordinarily complex. First, the State

of,,Illinois classifies vocational
programs according to whether they provide skill training for specific

occupations. Tlie highest funding priority is for programs that have such
skill training;

occupational orientation courses have lower priority.
Next, programs are evaluated according

stIdents in areas where there is great
- .

to.wheper or not they are training

market\leecr and according to the
costs of providing the p'rogr'am. Once these factors are taken into account,
individual programs are wiOted accordintq,

the local school di.stricts'

4

a,

4
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assessed valuation per student, the number of low-income families or indivi-

dualsdn the district, the presence of a special organizational structure
.

C)

servcipg two or more districts, the krovision of training for the handicapped,

the'prOvision of services for the disadvantaged, and whether or not the pro-

gram iS a new one.

Although Chicago would-seem to benefit from'the factors in the formula

that give special weight to low-income families,. services tq,the disadvantaged,

and training for the handicapped,'any advantages gained by these elements in

the formula seem to be more than offset by

are also pro-rated according to the market

and the level of skill training provided.

Chicago, the state regards many of the more

the fact thatesource allocations

need for the occupational training

According to administrators in ae

marketable programs within the

city to be relatively 1°4 priority interms of total state market need or pro-

1;-

gram cost. Given the difficulty of ascertaining the exact market demand for

occupational 4pecializations, Chicago officials wonder whether these decisions

have an anti -urban bias.
o -0

-

In addition, Chicago officials object to the"way-rn which the state,°

determines whether local programs consist of "orientation and eXPloration

classes" or whether they provide occupatiOnal skill, training. To' insure the

direct relevance of training for subsequent eraployillent, to state gives prior-.

&-
ity to the funding of skill-training classes.- To maximi e their eligibility

for federal and state funds, local officials throughout

maximize the number of programs.whith they Can claim

he'state attempt to

ffer skill*training.,

However, state administrative practice giv"As non-Chicago

tt

school districts an

unusual advantage which on the face of it seems difficult to justify. All

districts except .Chicago are allowed to designate any prograp as a skill train-

ing 'progrim, if anywhere within the district there is providdd

struction "capped" by courses designed to provide

r

71

continuous 4n-

-

occupational skills. For

1

e
t °
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1

example, if introductory courses in woodworking,aie provided in all of a

district's high schools, and if one of.the,high schools pro4ides a skill

training program in carpentry, n all pupils itvall woodworking programs in

all the district's high:schools are considered to'.be part of a skill training

program. However, this administrative policy is not applied to Chicago.

Even if a skill krainipg,peogram in carpentry is provided somewhere within
.

the cityr evdn in'aneighbpring district, all students in
.. ,

. . ..
, c

graTs throughout the city cannot be copstdered as) part of
. ,... ,-

ing program. Only the students in the kith school -- or,
.

woodworking-pro

that skill train

at most, in the

one or two schools,under'the same district superintendent's jurisdiction

are counter 'ab participants in a skill traiaing program. As a result',

Chfcagomust provide dupliLtive skill training programs in each of the 2Z

adAinistrative jurisdictions of the city in order to have an offering that

permits
C.

priOrity itate'funding. Since such duplication would be

expensive, and inefficierit, Chicago hap. fewer students in programs given high

'Priori.ty'funding.- And Chicago, as a result, receives a relatively low per
.

. .

centage of the federal liocational dollars spent in Illinois.
.a s

The effects Of state regulations affecting the allcicatfon of federal

resources are sigdifieant: Especfhlly in light of Chicago's fiscal crisis,

the shortage -of'4Ocapinnal education resources adversely affects what local
- i

offIcials can gfihieve.", HtWever, except for a handful of central office

administrators, mos'tOfficiala within the school system seem generally ud

aware of the nature and consequences of the funding formula. Only in,the .

last twoor three years has the central office encouraged broqd participation

in preparation -of state documents. At the school level only a few principals

. rtcogq,iied that different

.

4

program had different priorities and that by guiding

72
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pupils into the higher priority programs the school system could obtain

more funds. EVen if principals were better informedon this question, it

is unlikely they would change. their guidance programs. .Since any increase

in state and federal monies goes to the school district, as a whole, not

to any specific high school, there is little reason to believe that a
01.

principal could obtain more resources for his or her school by channeling

pupil behavior according to state priorities': State policy,*then, does

not affect course offerings within schools in any observable manner.

Instead, courses are offered, pupils enroll in them, and administrators tally

up the results f6r submission to the state. Chicagb then receives what-

ever resources to which it is entitled. If state and federal filial policy

is'supposed to provide incentives to guide, behavior In specific directions,

we found little evidence that such objectives were being achieved in

Chicago. As one state administrator observed, "We find little change in

local program offerings is response to state assessment of market demand

for various kinds of training."

Limited Impact of Federal Policy: Some Explanations.. The reasons
. - vocational education

for a limited federal impact on local/policy are multiple. In the first

place, federal allocations for vocational educ'ation are only a small per-

.

centage of total state andlock expenditures. In 1978, federal expendi-

tures underVEA amounted to 7 per cent of total Illinois state and

local expenditures for these programs (Accountability Report, 1978, p. 121).

Although exact figures specifically for Chicago were not obtained, local

officials estimated that the percentage share of vocational education ex-

- penditures in 1979 paid.far-by the federal government was below 10 per

cent. If federal vocational education policy were significantly affecting

73
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local practice, it would have to be the p-roverbial tail wagging the do'g.

The way in which vocational education funds are distributed make

such wagging highly unlikely. Under the 1976 Amendments, most funs ate

distributed among the states according to, a pre-established formuiaoihat

is based largely on the population size of each state in certain,age
7

categories. Within the State of Illinois the funds are'alsb apportiOned

by a pre-established formula, whose complexities are discussed aboNir.

(Accountability Report, 1978). Pre-es tabUshed forM4las minimize disc
. .

. '
, -.

cretion available to state_and federal officials and maximize autonomy
. c- .

of local administrators. At both state and federal'levels, funds are r -I. .__..

-
either allocated according to the formula or vithheld,subject'to local

. .

compliance. Without the flexibiiity,to vary resource allodation accord- '...'-

fi

. -
. .

..
. ,

. ,. .,.
lag to the extent to which local officials are' vigorously pUrsuing- .

.
.

. . -

national objectives, vigorous enforcement of national policy objectives

0

becdmes more difficult (Orfield, .1969).' Indeed, the 'minimal effects of ,

federal policy under the VocatiOnal Education Amendments were largely

anticipated in an early analysis of the legislation prepared by Thomas

Anton. Simply by reading the ;Legislation Anton reached the conclusion

that "the conversion to analytic policy planning among the states will- .,

be slow and.... some states probably will not approach hat conversion,

within the time frame of the 1976 Amendments (Anton, 1979, p..17) .

Furthermore, vocational education funds are allocated among the

states on a matching basis. For every federal dollar spent:under the

basic grants pmplp,am, states and localities must allocate a similar amount.

While this insures that local governments are genuinely committedto a

federally funde program d reduces the fiscal burdens of the federal
4
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- , .. . -

A
- govenment,,it also Means that federal objectives must roughly coincide

objectives.th state and local obfectiv. Where the two'conflict, federal objec-
J .<

,tives,tannot be pursued too assiduously without jeopardizing state and
.

% .

local willingness to match indigenoUs res
4
ources. If policies with re-

;

. ... t p.
.

,
'spect to evaluation and sex sterebtyping.in vocational education were

4
' .... , ,

too s ringeA, m;n004ilities might,:prefer to forego federal funds under
.

.
0

. ,

.,,,,

,the Acct rattler than. allocate matching local resources for programs found.. .

. ,

distasteful,. Indeed, som4Illinois localities presently refuse vocational
%

t.% I,

. funding; tet;4e the Percei\red costs of complying with regulations are

A . , ' ;; ';# 4'

-graatar.than.'the re4-fiscal resources they gain.
. %. X /.." ''. ,

.110-step-PrOcess by which the federal government distributes

furtherimpedes the effectiveness with which the Department of

. Education can insure their'implementation. Federal funds are distributed

among the states. It is the state's responsibility to then allocate the

funds among school districts, community colleges, and other institutions

Of learning. State guidelines are interpretations, of federal regulations,

and state enforc4ment depends on the eagerness of state officials to pur-

sue national policy objectives. In practice, state officials seem to

identify more with the interests and concerns of local school officials

than with national polioy,objectives. Moreover, in Illinois the state

72.

department of education has historically been a very weak office. Although

it has sometimes energetically pursued policies such as school consolida-

, tion and curriculum 'innovationin rural areas, it has traditionally left

large urban centers to their own devices. Withholding of vocational funds

to local districts has been limited to basic administrative failures, such

as inability to meet report deadlines. In fact, a state officer for

75
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vocational education could recall only'one instance in which federal

funding was withdrawn for more substantive reasons: the perceived racial

exclusiveness of Chicago's trade school, which the state regarded as

contrary to Title VI provisions of the Civil Rights Act. When an open

enrollment program-that recruited more minorities was inaugurated, voca-

tional funds were once again released. In fact, relationship between

Illinois and Chicago vocational education officials are marked by. cor-

diality end mutual respect. ' 7 feelthat we will be getting much better

information from Chicago now that-they have included individual schools

in the data gathering process," said one state administrator. "We have

a good working relationship with Chicago and are now much closer on day-

to-day matters than we were several years ago." The state interprets

federal guidelines in ways that are as lenient far local administrators

as possible; when it prepared its own accountability report for 1978 to

the federal government, it made no mention of specific instances of local

. malfeasance or non-compliance but

throughout the state as. operating

To speak of the processes of

instead justified any and all operations

within federal expectations,.

policy implementation is two-step is,

of course, itself a gross oversimplification of the process that actually

occurs. Slippage,in national policy objectives occurs not only as the

state reformulates national concerns, but at various local steps as Nell.

By focusing much of our research attention on vocational education at the

school-building level, we were able,to identify perceptions-and activities
v..

at the very level whereservicee were being delivered. For federal policy
-

to affect activities at this level, they have to be transmitted, from

Washington to Springfield, from Springfield to the Chicago Department of,



Vbcational Education, from the vocational assistant superintendenttto

many other administrators and district superintendegts, and, finally, to

principals and teachers in individual schools. The slippage in this

process was substantial. Shared perceptions were'rare among various levels

of the so-called chain of command. At the school level there was scarcely

any awareness of a Vocational Education Act at all. Many school-building

personnel were simply unaware of the federal presence in-vocational

education. Federal impact on local vocational programs, in turn, remains ,

largely insubstantial.

Central-office administrators in Chicago are, of course, hardly in-

different to federal funding for local vocational education. They even

developed new admission policies for.theil prestigious trade school when

0'
the, old ones were deemed ascriminatory by state and federal officials.

.

They recognize, however, that federal funding .is at best supplemental.

Moreover, the city's Department' of Vocational Education is aware that

the federal government also invests in alternative manpower training

pro rams that have o, nlyperipheral relationships to the Chicago public

s ools. These alteraative,programs in fact enjoy more elaborate federallar
pip

support than is provided theopublic schools through the Vocational Edu-
%

cation Act.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

When the Smith-Hughes Act first established vocational education on

-4;

nationwide basis, educators, businessmen, and labor leaders participated_

in a national diadUssion of the proper relationship4 between school and

work. J.orty years late; when the federal government considered once

77 e
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again the most effective way of educating people for work, a comparable\

debate never took plce
.

and the outcome was determined by default. Urban

schools no longer had the public-esteem they once enjoyed, and reidimers

Chose to establish new institutions for training individuals for work.

Any pretence that vocational education provided anything,more than immedi-

ately valuable employment skills was put securely, to one side.

The creation of a new system of urban vocational education parallel

to that provided by the public schools was not taken in any one carefully

calculated decision. Instead, federal policy-makers backed into new

"manpower development" programs haphazardly, on an experimental basis,

and without much thought for the long-range conseqdences of their actions.

The first signal that a new national policy was beginning to ,emerge was

0

the formation in1961 of the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency

a

and Youth Crime. This body 'launched a number of experimental programs

designed to provide alternative opportunity structures for low-income youth

in the hope that these would alleviate Aelinquency and the worst forms

of gang life (Ohlin and Cloward, 1960; Morris and Rein, 1967). Very

'quickly, these programs began placing particular stress on employment

_S training and olt...placement.

. While these experiments were suffering the "growing pains" of early

childhood, federal policy makers began planning President Lyndon Johnson's

much heralded "war against poverty." In early 1964,, two cqnstraints had

sharply defined the /way in which this domestic "wee was to be fought.

Fiist of all, early conferences with"the President's CEuncil on Economic

Advisors had made clear that budgetary considerations precluded any major

Increases in welfare benefits or low-income assistance programs:' Secondly,
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a

. . ,

the heated debate over aid to parochial schools had prevented the passage

of any general aid to education; therefore, no poverty monies could'be

76.

provided for educational instruction for children b'etween the ages of
*

five and sixteen. With, the educators engaged in a fratricidal dispute,
.1%

poverty policy almost inevitably gravitated, in a direction anticipated

bythe Presidenes'Committee on Juvenile Delinquency. The greatest

poverty resources were concentrated on manpower train .g and development

programs; most .of which were conducted outside the public schools. Pro-,

grams included Neighborhood Youth Corps, Job Corps, and a host of local

community action' training programs organized by newly formed groups in

low-income and minority neighborhoods.

The Economic Opportunity Act provided a new model for vocational

'education without ever being required to defend 'the theorStical ration-

ale for its policy. In its wake followed an entire series of additiohal

governmental programs that prompted manpowet development and training,

model cities, community development, and other,causeatoo num rous to
0 , , , .

mention. In fact, these oprograms became so multifaceted and co j.ex

that it was in this policy area that Richard Nixonts'areument for decate-
.

gortzation aad decentrdtization proved most ,persuasive. The Comprehen-

sive Employment and Tral.:. Act of 1973 (CETA) Consolidated many of the

. e -

manpower training and 0th

locally-directed program.

, a

loyment progra, into a single over-arching,

With the passage of this legislation, the full implications of_ this

catch-bag of public policies became apparent: a new set. of public insti-
-

tutfons, competing with 7the public schools, was providing instruction
1

that apparently led directly to employment. What reformers and educators
A

. 79
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had most feared in the period prior to World .War I had come into being

in the early sixties. Riding the crest of a civil rights movement, a

war on poverty, and a concern for high level of minority unemploymtnt,

policy-makers with little attachment to urban school systems sounded an

alterzive system of vocational education.

Groups and organizations who perceived benefits these new in-

stitutional forms were multifarious. Federal policy-makers recognlie-2----

that newly created employment centefs heaVily dependent on federa, fund

Were much more sensitive to federal guidelines than were well-established

g

school systems. Local government officials, pleased that these new monies.

for manpower development were more directly subject to their direction

than,most school money, eagerly backed these new governmentprograms. In

more than one city, CETA programs enhanced patronage resources of local

politicians. This was particplarly true in Chicagowhere federal funds

were quietly tubsumed into city coffers and distributed to groups deemed

"worthy" of support. Minority groups, who in many cities have, found access

to preitige forms of vocational education difficult at best, embracedthe .

availability of an alternative. Their enthusiasm was further enhanced by

many urban CETA programs' tenedenclas whire their own administrators from

minority group memberi".' Finally, politically active community organizations

were often able to use resources from these programs to sustain group

activities.

Although school Officials did not ititially regard these new program's

as a serious challenge to their control of vocational education policy, the" 0

full pOlitical strength of InterestsasSociated with CETA became evident

in the course of the creation of the newly' established Department of
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I

Education. When educators tried to define CETA programs as among the

,

policies that properly fell within the domain of this-new department,
mow,

they met great"resistance from the Department of Labor. With strong

support in Congress, the Department of Labor successfully defended itself

against the claim that CETA provided vocational education that was properly

the responsibility of educational professionals. Labor's success in

maintaining CETA as a separate program even after the creation of a

..... .

Department of Education has meant institutionalization at the national
systems , )

,

.

level of two separate /of vocational education, each with its ocn set of

principles justifying programming and curriculum.'

When two separate organizations have overlapping sets of responsi-

bilities, legislators frequently mandate that they: 'coordinate their

activities so that cooperative, supportive interactions yield efficient

service delivery. In'the case of CETA, Congress, in various sections of

the legislation, explicitly called for "co-ordination" between vocational

education and CETA. For example, the law states that the State Employment

and Training Council shall, identify "in coordination with the'State

Advisory Council on Vocation Education ... employment and *training and

vocational education needs ... and assess the extent to which employment

and training, vocational education, and Other programs assisted under

thip and related Acts represent a consistent; integrated, and coordinated

.

approach ..." (92 Stet; 1931-32).

Actual relationships between agencies with overlapping sets of re-
-

spoliSibilities will ifaCt often be very different:fromtnat indicated

by such legislative mandates: Because the two organizations are serving

similar clientele with apparently comparable services, they find themselves

81
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in a competitive relationship with one another. Fearful that the other

will win more,public support, each debunks the value of the competitor's

service while trying to'inflate the valuCof its own. Especiallylin the

early ?ears of-competition, friction and ,conflict are likely to prevail

over.'easy adjustment and smootH cooperation.

In Chicagd the natural jealousies between two rival organizations

have generally not risen to a level of overt conflict in puklic media.

The existence of a strong political organization with a distaste for

conflict has damned controversy. Even with-the fragmentation of city

Politics in the past few years, "the city's old boy network remains

alive -and well," accordihg to one administrator. Another observer

commented, "Unofficial weekend meetings have stopped but these people

(department heads, federal appointees, and other prominent officials) get
4

together at every sooefal function. If' not that, someone connected to

someone else in the federal government offers help at the right time,

especially if it wcan't hurt the person who has .to make the sacrifice.

' then; everybody marches out together*and says Aiethindlike, 'We all.

want to help the schools.'V

79.

Given this traditional low*conflict style in Chicago, higher level

administrators in both organizatiOns emphasize cooperative relationships.

Both the previous and the current Stiperintendent of Schools have publicly

'encouraged school-system cooperation with CETA. 'Although, he did:dotatiend.f
,

, CELA. council meetings himself,' the preVious superintendent was aNcounail
, ,

.'
.

, ,

1
member and did send a representatiietO buCh-meeting6.* One CETA admini* , :,

o sirator explained that, the school superintenants'haVe recognized the
* . . -

1 r% 1

frailties of the progr40
.

and the potential abuses of it, but have supported

4
82
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it thoroughly." A CETA official with extensi_ve public school exposure

concurred: !'The Board is very fortunate to have such a close relationship

with CETA public service employment, especially because many'major school

systems in the nation receive no funding whatsoever. ... the schdols

received employees they would not receive otherwide and workers receive

training they would not receive elsewhere."

But beneath the highest administrative levels, conflict and competi-, r-
tion between the two organizations is fully apparent. Most school officials

}mew litele pd cared less about CETA-programs. Many contended that the.

law, does not allow .diem,to+inform any entzolled student about the ay ail-,. ,

ability of -the CETA training programs, regardless- of potential applida-;

ty .of training , They generally'. coMplained:labout the quality of any
,-, ..

CETA'workeie assigned, to work in the publiC schools -- unless the school
,

,- .
o
I

'adminis-trator was able -.to -select ,one of his or her wn students for a

4CETA-paid position. They regarded CETX dollars as wasted money, paying
. I

exorbitant funds for programs that included stipends. to trainees,. 'tie
-,-, , - .....s

,. 1 , .. ' . , .

,found no schoOl-building7level adrainist'zators who showed any, awareness of
t-

vocational programs being proyided by CETA outside the PulAic schools..
A

"Fq,i the Brahmins I? the school system, OETA programs seemed simply''!,uxi-

.;.-- touchable." Given' theie4 attitudes . toward CETA, it has ben. difficult to
'-

.,' .., . -
_. - i. ,

translate formal cooperation into substaiitiye' programs. School aciministra-
,

. - -,-"7---
'.-tofs, of course, are not the 'sole sources of, -intransigence. CETA admini--

..`"-4i:'-',,,,''''
.w.--.' straicrs Were-egtiatly' :-* rittab-..le,; h regard to the public schools.
.-.---

....,
4-

..-. ,;., P. 0
:.---4,-. -i. ,...2,1,;;;;,,....- ... .*-N..., -' .3,.-. .'1.-8;.4 4 fA , .fo ,

those that the 'schools had "failed:".
119

7 tli-ey .mecttivat. tey 4,1Ket;*a
.... ._

'' '...t:'Some,-..'ttiAW dethe7.te3r,'Irgiati'Ons betlieett CETA and the school system bas
.. , p .

X i been evident ,c3e,Tate7,....filli4ttA: -fiexi found school system_ willingness
4 ...... '""'"t .."4""t".. .

, ..,-. - ,- -
. . .,

. ,, - 1.
let .o. :% y ' .

. .f
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to explore a program whereby CETA provides supplemental funds for low-

income students who. attend the - city's prestigious -trade school: As a-

CETA administrator observed, "We spent two years trying to convince 'them

'181. °

that we could help but mothing really happened until:ehe Board realized

the extent of its financial difficulties.

The fiscal crisis, indeed, has brought about a number of changes.

Chicago's school officials are now more willing"to explore ways in which

CETA resources can be used to support programs previ usly paid for outof

school funds. For one thing, the schools have..,a reed to become the CETA

agent for a program teaching English as a Second Language. But if the

schools now embrace greater cooperation, CETA administrators, not sur-

prisingly, are raising Obstacles of their own. They adamantly opposed

participating in a "fire sale" of expensive vocational programs that they
fr

feel the public schools 'are now trying to peddle elsewhere. Claiming

that CET& is now perceived to be an attractive repository for azunber

.
4

of vocational programs the school system can no longer , th y are

reluctant to "bail out the schools." Altftough -achommodations may be

reached, they may not be on terms. pleasing to the schools. "We feel that

incvasingly we can state the terms `of the -agreements," said one admini-

strator. "TheiBoard may be in enough of a bind to make concessions.''

CETkfs suspicion of the public. schools is only to be expected under

the circumstances, but as long as CETA attempts
-_.)

to motnt programs on its
,..

dran, it will have.difficulty acquiring the prestige necessary to make
.

.
,

them valuable'tools for gaining employment for "their students. Given
.

.CETAs law7incame clientele, securing prestige for its trainit'g programs

L
willtcontinue to be difficult. According to federal guidelines, partici-

°
pants in CETA: programs must be unemployed residents who are members of a

r
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1'

family either receiving welfare payments; eligible for such*.payments,

or otherwise of low- income. These limits stigmatize
.
CETA as a welfare

,program that serves only those who have not been' successful elsewhere.

CETA skill centers provide clients instruction in secretarial,

- clerical, mechanical, medical, electronics, and computer skills, pro
. 0.

that overlap substantially courses provided in the public schools. 4
Un-

:
-

like the public schools, CETA provideg an allowance of $3.10 per hour

for the time trainees invest in the pro ram, To emphasize the separate-
.p

ness of CETA programs from those of th public schools, classes are

labeled "modules," and they are offered n a year-round calendar basis

rather than in quarterly or semester divisions.

Although these differgnces may have some symbolic value, the pro-

grams suffer_ from at least as many of the difficulties as one encounters

in vocational programs within the cosprehakve schools. While modern

equipment seems to be in abbndance, the save cannot be said for highly

qualified personnel. Skill center teachers are requiredlito have.siz
.

.
.

contact hours' each day, and no time is reserved fdr class preparation.
!,

. -

This problea is compounded by faculty salaries that are unable to compete

,

with junior college; tradeschool, and many-high school: programs. .As

result, faculty "burnout" occurs regularly, often after two y4rs of

teaching: Counseli4balso suffersheavily because of,work load presiUres

and inadequate compensation, andlp an enormous problem because the pro-
,.

gram relies greatly o effectiVe.ceunseling for placement and. advisemeht

of individuals with significant.training needs. "CETA is 'designed to

et the cheapest t izg poasIble, ana:-'1he goal itaay just not be realistic,"-

conced ed one
N-

.

k

administrator. There are federal monies available for.-

AoftlaVi,

85
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faro
4

classroom-things, for the skill training, but-theAnowledge-gained in

the cfasstoom is .not all that is important. We just don't have sufficient

A

staff to respond to student needs the way we' should pe able to."

CETA does not enroll as many participants in on-the-job as classroom

training, partly because of the reliance that the former plstes upon

private sector employers willing to train CETA workers. On-the-job

placement requires an agreement for an employer to train CETA partici-

pants and be reimbursed by the agency for "extraordinary training costs."

Training usually lasts about six months, and trainees are expected to

perform as regular ayppany workers, for which they receive salary and
e

w400"'
benefits comparable to other employees. Eligibility standards are simi-

A

lar to those established for classroom training programs.

CETA programs have had as much difficulty' in establishing profitable

relationships with private business firms as have the less prestigious

vocational programs in the publid schools. Many firms seem to wonder

whether CETA trainees have legrned the requisite work skills, -and, as a

e .

result, most CETA employment position's have been within the public sector.

Congress recently hasetried to rectify this arrangement by creating private

industriglcouncils and by giving tax credits to firms who hire individuals

. .

enrolled in CETA or(toparable training programs. 'Ond CETA administrator

was encouraged by this development: "Private1institutions7 he said, .

"simply don't want tomess with the government; they say tiat once you

let them in you_never get them out, and dhey're6:right. They don't Want-.
-

paperwork; and they don't want government inspectors snooping around their
,

, , .

shop floor. But they will respond. when an incentive is offefed, and I 4
,

think this might work very effqctively.° It means that businesses can,..seve

.v
. r
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some bucks and our people an do more than move leaves around for a few

months." Although the observation was expressed in optimistic terms, it-'

pointed to difidoulties with CETA programs at present. Although business-

men will become involved with prestigious vocational education programs,
4

they want less to do with new programs serving a 1pw-income clientele.

Perhaps tax incentives will change the pattern, but this is only a, hope,

not a finding..

Summary. CETA programs clearly developed in response to significant

educational needs. Their offerings were structured and were aimed at low-

income, minority, urban youth who were poorly served -- or served not at

all -- by'the long-established vocational programs. By operating outside

traditional classtoom settings and tor offering financial.support to trainees,

"- -they attracted a clientele that might otherwise not have been serviced at

Yet, CETA programs thus illustrate the kind of training that emerges,

when institutions, separate from general education provide the transition

from school to work. When such institueions'concehtrate their servfces on

that segment of the population where unemployment is the greates,, they

havt difficulties in establishing work#g relationships with other, more

solidly-establishedvgovernment agencies. Zloreover,:the number of student

contact hours for teachers is high,teacher salaries are relatively lbw,,

relationships with industry are difficult to sustain, and, in all probahiiity,

successful placement of graduates in stablt pOsitiOni of employment is cliff/-
.

cat: :finnower'training programs have many of the difficulties that ana-
. - ,

lys;s of,a separate system ,of vopational.education ha4 anticipated gener-

ations earlier. Whatever-difficultiesthe publia:schboWhave had in over-
. .o

coming problems of youth unemployigentr.tha0ower teaini.nt programs separate

I. - :
.";*

-

. .
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f
and apart_from_the_puhlic_schools_havelailed_to provide easy solutions-

Conclusions

If the Chicago experience can be generalized, two separate systems of

federally supported vocational education have begun to emerge in the Unit44

States. Oh one'side, vocational education is offered by the .public schools.

.0

It is financed Largely through state and local funds, id has slowly deve17.

oped over many decades primarily in response to local political and

economicpressures,.and it. offers a(range of instruction to a wide variety

of.social and ethnic groups. At its best it provides high - quality training

to able students who find secure places in the market. At its yort,
1,

it

provides vocational orientation courses to students who have only a border-

line interest in any form of formal schooling. Both the best and worst,

)
seem largely unaffected by federal commitments to vocational education.

Even though the federal government-supports ten per cent of the programming

and despite its detailed written standards affecting such things as sex

and race equity, participation by citizens an! private industFy, and prd-

grammatic.evaluation, these requirements hallEgionly modest policy conse-,

quancea at the loca9 school buildings where services are. being delivered.

On'the other side is a manpOwer training program provided throigh

-
CETA, a newly created institution dependent on federal financing, closely

_ -

guidedbi explicit federal. policies, and generally inked to local poli-

tical ,leaders. While CETA provides a second opportunity for obtaining'

vocational skills for those who had not learned adequate skills in second-,
.-.`

aty.schools; CETA programs; at their best,
v'

'problems. They have difficulty sustaining

to, constant political and organizational c

have numerous organizational

Ugh-quality staff, are subject

hanges, have weak relations with

° 't 1
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private industry, and seem to haye great difficulty in securing employ.-'

ment for gfaduateS of their programs.

Whenthe public.sector Inavides two separate systems o\f service

delivery to differing social groups in the society, it is difficult for

programs serving low-income groups to provide high-quality service. Poll-

tical,'economic, organizational, and social factors ar7. conspire to make

such segregated institutions almpst inherently unequal. Asmuch as the

federal government has attempted to reduce segregation in other contexts,

vocational education policies seem to have had contrary effects. For ex-

amp e, the. ascension of CETA ab predominant trainer of low-income and

unemployed
-

iffeividuals in Chicago coincided with the denouement of Chicago

Public School System continuation'bch'aols,which. were gearedtoward "problem"
$

k

students. This has alleviated some public'ichdol responsibility for high

dropout rates, as:CETA has emerged as unofficial, receptacle for individuals

vwho fail to. obtain employable skills through public schools.

4TEChave no wdY of knowirig whether or not existence-of two competing

systems of service delivery has aggravated, youth uqemployment in urban

centers. The growing level.of unemployed minority youth could well be

attributable to other factors, includinglargenumFif% in the age cohorts

recently entering'the laboemarket, high minimum Wages and other reStriC-
O,

.tions on labor 'utilization, competition fromforeign indugtry, especially

in manufacturing sectors where`low-s 11 labor has traditionally been em7, -

ployed, general urban employment bas aecline, persistent racism, and..ove4:

. all declines in the rate o'f increase in economic. productivity, Yet, the

increased 'differentials between white ,and non-white youth empioymennpthat,

'41occurrai in rcceac yeard is .a cause. for socraras well as economic
, .
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concern. If dual systems, of vocational'training have not created the

87..

problem, they seem to have done less to alleviate it than their proponents

had hoped.

A practicable policy solugion ro-this.dilemma is not easily devised.
A,

Federal policies which attempt to modify programmatic and cuyricular prac-

tices at local levels through complex evaluationhd review processes seem

to have only marginal effects, especially when funds are distributed-

among localities according ito some predetermined formulae that have little

to do Wirh'rhe quality of lotal servi ptovision and extent of local'pro-

gram need. Perhaps the most effective federal legislation would address

-

not theturricular questions, private-sector, tooperation through advisoiy

councils? or specific4types of eyaluation but concentrate instead on the
af. 0

composition of student bodies within spetific schools. 'If Chicago's ex-

periences are not atypical, it would appear that local vocational education'

programs tend.to generate status hierarchies that become self-peipetuating.

When these hierarchieg lead to 'racial exclusiveness, as in the case of

Chicago's trade school, then federal policy has been used as a lever to

alter local practice, Perhaps.similar ef,forts could be made to reduce
&

0

class' sedgation as well. If CFA-like monies could be-_-lised to open up
)

t

. . .

vocational edudation opportUbities for low-tincome students in high-quality
.

graining programs operatedihy well- established, enduring education insti-
/

i -.rut-ions that had stable relations with the privatwector, they might be

more effective in reducing' minority youth emplOyment.
4 C .

Indeed, certain Chicago vocational education programs demonstrate

that high dropOut rates and low employment are not necessarily inherent

'in low-income, ,Oedominantly minority comet

student are ably rewarded with promising programs. Unfortufiately, such
4

90
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programs are not sufficient in number and largely fail to respind to

needs of students lacking high achievement test scores and familiarity

with apprentice program requirements.
-

Although we found predictable hierarchies in most of our research,

one outstanding anomal, stood out; the industrial skill center which

P
caters to a constituency of anticipated dropouts'. "A bridge 'can be

wilt -- is being built -- from the /aill center to the trade school?,"

said one rmet skill.centeriadministrator. "The /trade center has/

received many studerits from the,6kill center/ who would not have con-
:

tinued, who would not have turned in this, direction, without the ex-

periences they had here." The testimony was provided in a magazine

interview over four and one-half years ago by an administrator whOsub-

sequently rose from skill center principal to trade school director to

Assistant Superintenceat for Vocational Education..L

Good intentions and federal regulations notwithstanding, such

"building of bridges" remains exceptional and unlikely on any grand scale.

The federal government will not dismantle nor should it deny the respec-

tive missions'of the prestigious programs. But federal efforts could

--emphasize and facilitate the overlap of existing tiers, while bolstering

the less p perous partners. in the present Chicago vocational education

equatijn.-

4
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Table 1. Employed Persons

89.

by Indu.strial Sectors, Chicago, 1930-1970

7. of Total Employed

1930a 1940 b 1950
b

1960c. 1970d

Agriculture, Foreitry, Fishing
and Mining 0.3 0. 1 0. 2 0. 2 0.3

Construction 7.0 3.9 4.1 3.8 3.7

'Manufacturing . 33:1 34.1 36.1 33.5' ..32,../0

Transportation, tpommuniccation
and other Public Utilities '11. 6 10.0 10. 5 8.7 . 8. 1

Wholesale & Retail Trade -18.4' 22.9 21.3 17.9 20.0

Finance, Insurance & Real
Estate 4.8 5.4 4.4. 5.2 6.4

4
Business & Repair Service w 2. 6 2 . 9 3.9 4. 1

Personal Services 4 12.0 8.5 5.8 4.8 4:2
.

Entertainment & Recreation. 1. 2 1. 1 1. 0 0.7 0. 6

Professional & Re lited Services 5.9 6.8 7.2 9.3- 15.0

Public Administration 2.0 3.5 4.2 - , 4.5 5:5

Industry not Available 3. 7 1.0 1.'8 8.5 15.0

Total 7. Employed 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1 99. 9

Total Employed Persons 11558:949 11352,218 I, 6141122
(n)

I, 501, 731 11387, 903

SOURCES: 15th Census of the U.S. Population, Vol. 3, pt: 1, p. 652.

16th Census of the U.S. Population, Vol. 3, pt. 2, p. 644.

17th Census of the U.S. Pieulat ion, Vol. 2, pt. 13, pp. 305-306.

1970 Census-of Population, Vol. 1, Sec.. 1, p. 4,42.

aFor ages 10 years and older.
b=
For ages 4 years and olderr

. . c

. .

Fort unspecified ages.
d
F4:c ages 16 yeas and older.

ti
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Table 2.

9

Employed Persons,by Occupation, Chicago, 1940-1970

Occupation

7. of Total Employed'

.1940 1950 a 1960 a 1970
b

Professiohal and
Technical

Managers, Proprietors,"
andAdministratorsi

Clerical Workers

.1- Sales-Wrleers

Craftsmen, Foremen'

Overatives

Service WOrkers
(except Domestic)

-

Domestic Workers

Laborers
(non-farm)

,44,
:7.7- 8.9 -9.1 12.6

8.2

18.9

8.6

14.2

22.0

8.7 ,6.0

20.3

6.3

12.9

,

5
.
2.

24.;

.5.9

12.7

20.7 21.3

10.9 9.8 9.2 12.0

2.6 1.2 0.7

; 5.7 4.6 5.0

Farm LabOrers and /
Managers 0.1 0.0. 0.0 '0.1

Not Reported 916,

Total 7. Employed

Totat-.As
Employed

(a)

99.7 100.0 100.0 100 1-

'1'1,352,218. 1,598,707 14591;731 1,387,908'

Sources: .

.
.

.. e -..

18th CensuS of the U.S.,.Vol. 3NThe Labor Force, 7.874-878.
al

er and Kitagawa; op. cit., p. 8.
1900 Census of Populatfon, VO/. i., Pt. 15, i). 309

1970 Census of Population) Vol. , Pt.' 15, Sect. 1, p. 431.

a
14 years and older.

b
16 years )$d older

N

90.
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Table- 3. Population of White Foreig* Stock in Chicago,
a

1930-1970 .

1

IC

Cobntry of Origin
7. of Total Population, G

.0
1930 194-0 1950

.*
1960 1970 t7

United -Kingdom and Canada
b

6.1
%

4.1 3.36 7.5,, . 6

Cerany 11.2 8.6 6.3 4.6 .3.0

Ireland 5.0 4-Q 3.4 2.4 1.7

ScandanaVia.c 3.8, 7.2 5.8 3.9 2.5

IJ.-S. 'S. R. 7.2 5.8 3.9 2.5

Italy 44
NIB

5.4 . 5.4 4.7 5.8 2.9

ic****d

Mexico 0.5 OM IMO 1.3 2.4.

Poland 11.9 10.6 8.7 763 3.7

ca." CzechoslaV' ak1a e 3.6 .x.2.7 2.2 1.4 0:8

Other Countries 10:2 7..4 6.0 6.1 7.3
44

a

Total 7. Foreign Stock 64.8 , 55.2 45.0. 36.0 29.8
0

Total, Population
(n)

3,376,435:: 3,396,808 3,6201962 3,350; 404 3,362,947

.
SOURCES: 15th Census' of the. f. S. Population., Vol. 3, pt. 1, p. ;638.

16th, Census of the ,U. S. Population., Nativity and Parentage of the.1.113ite Population,

17th Census pftha U. S. POPulation, Special Reports:- thitivity and Parentage,. p. 78.

18th Census SE the U. S,. Population, Vol. 1; Frt. 15, p; 356.
19 th';tensus of the U. S. Populatidn; 'Vol. -1, pt. 15; p. 338.

. . .(I s 6ti i AV
a
Includes..; foreign born, foreign .cir mixed parentage.

/ ... ..-
b
Includes gngrand geotland; Northern Ireland, French and English Canada.

.- - -'

. .. . ,

c
Includes Norway,

..

'8Wedq-4n, ,end Denthark:
" c ''' ''''4 ' , , -

1
41. : "I

are .'..-, .
countries listsd;* aboye "are common 'to-Atlanta, Chicago,

.4. ., .

dihe
'rr

and San Faancisco..

P. 73.

ti
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Table, 4.

7
Non White and Spanish-Speaking Population, Chicago, 1930 = 1970

ale

92.

asI

Polaulation

Category

A.

7. of Total Populgtion.. '

;

1930 '1940 1950 19V 1970 ,

`Black '

,

'Chinese

Japanese

.60

Spanish - speaking

-
::,... .

--' 6.9 .8.2 13,.6 22.9 .32".7

0.1 0.i . (Li 0.1 , , .0%3.
6 as

\
\

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

O

0.3 0.3 0.3

N.A N.A. 4.4

total Non White, 7:1 P .3
14.1 21.6 ° 34.4

o

D.

.

, Total, Populaeion 3076,415 L396,808 3,62b,962 3,550,404' '3,366,95'7
;

(n)
4

i. ,

SOURCES: -United States

,

Census-15, Voa.. 3,,gpt. 1, p. 363. ""
4

.

United States Census 16,VOl. 2,,..rit. 1, p. 114.
. .4

'Local Community Fact Book for Chicago, _Philip M. Hauser and Evelyn.kitatawa,

1956, p. 6. ,
. ..... .

a.
. United states 'Census 18; Vol.],., pt. 15, p. 107-. ',* 4 ' 4,, t ,

,.
:

Ak

United States Census 19, Vold., pt. 15, pp..105 and 382.'
0 4

3.°
/

4

Is001r
as 5

4

4

0

..
.5 0

WS, 0
C .3P. °

0

ti
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rn Table 5..

.
,

,

Representation of Whites and Non-Whites in Occupations, 'Chicago, 1940-1970

*
1

Occupations

A

.

Index of Representation

34 ti i t e o n W t e

1940 1950 1960 1970 1940 19-50 , 1960 1970

Tiofessional -and

Technical

Managers, Ft4Prietois
and Administrators :

Clrical Workers
,t

.

Sales Wgrkers
1 ' h..'Craftsm en, Foremeg

Operatives 6

Service Workers (except domest

Dottles t is Workers ' .

Laborers (non-farm)

'; .

1., 03

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

. 1.01

.3

. 68

.93

.

1.03

1,10

1;07

1.09

1.07

.95

. 78

. 54

.78

1.10

1.16

1.08

1%16

1.11

.95

.64
.

.37

.64 '

1.12

.1.18

1.03.

1.15

1.08

.90

.....85 .

38

'

,

:

'

.49

.32,

.31

.36

% 26

.91

2.12

5.27

2.04

.40

-. 28

. 50

. 34

.
. 51

1..63

2:13

4.42'.

263

.55

.31

, .65 l'.

.32

.52

1.211

1:16".-

:3.33

1.93

.67

.57

.92

-.-56

.* . 77

1.28

1.40

2.74

1.43

Ve'

Sources: Locaf Community Pact Book for'Chicago, 1950, Philip M. Hauser and E. Kitastiwal U.:, of C. Press, p. 8.'

16th Census' of the U. S., Vol. 3, "TheThe Labor _Force, pp. 902-903.
1960 Census of Population, Vol. 1, Ft! -15, pp, 309,' 352.

1.,

1970 Censull of Population, Vol. 1, Pt., 15, Sec". 1, pp. 443:. 490.

*

S

4t

I

4

11%

I

. 98.
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Table 6.

Rates of Unemployment in Chicago and in United States, 1978

Total Men Women Men & Wotien Black & Hispanic HlaCk &
16-19 Other Other 16=19

United States .6.0 5.2 7.2 16.1 12.2 9.1

Chicago 6.0 5.4 6.7 15.0 14.6 8.2

SMSA 1

,Chicago
Central City

9.1 9.5 8.6, 26.0 16:2. NA
.

36.5

(43.7)a.

(48.5>a

. .

SOURCES: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment
\\

,:.

and Unemployment During 1979: An Analysis. ,

U. S: Departmfint of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statistics, Geographic
Profile of Employment and Unemployment: States 1978; Metropolitan

Areas 1977-78.

et I

a

aEstimatedby assuming the ratio of unemployment; ifs Chicago to U. S..
levels of unemployment is the same.for young'blias and other
minorities as it is for the black and otheryorkforce, taken as a
Whole.

1
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A

Table 7.

MAydr Daley's Percentage of Voie in Chicago Mayoral-Elections

5,

A

Black Wards Nonreform
White Yards,

All Wards
(= 50)

ci

.

19 55 IV 54.9

1959 71.4

1963 84.1 4144.0 55.7

1967 83: 68.6 73.1

19 71 74.8 . 72.1 70.1

1975 (primary)' 49.7 65.8 57.8

1975 (general) 88.5 78.6 79.5

SOURCE: .Peterson, 1976, p. 33.

(.0

0

a

"10
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Table . Average'Daily Attendance in Public Schools as a Percentage of Sc oal
Age Population, thicago, 1930-1970 '

, Elementary Schoola -7 High School
b

% ADA-of
Total SChool
Age Population

% School Age
Population of
Total. City

Population

7. .

ADA
. Age Cohort

(n)

7

1

Age Cohort
(n) a

1930

a94D

1950

1960

1970

.

.

..-

.

.

.

',.(

.

.-

.

,

70.9

67.2

A

58.2

62.2

'69.0

,

.

500,594

406,343

421,1:60

539,685,

563,032

e

(

I

..

, .

34.2

63.3

..

\54.8

50.3

48.1

. .

.-.

.

.

229,543.-

208;214

157;053

183,761

21,265

...

'1.-.59.2

.

59.4
.

65.9

57.,3

....

62.8

21.6

18.,1

15.9
.

.

20.1
.

. 23.7

.

.

SOURCES: 15th Census of the U.S., Vol. 2, p. 743.
16th Census of the U.S., Vol-. 4, ft. 2, p. 810.
17tH ,Census of the U.S., MO1.-2, pt. 13; p. 231.'.
18th ;ensus of the U.S., Vol. 1, pt. 15, p. 79. -

.

19th Census of the U,S,,, Vol. 1, pt. 15, p. 137. % ' \

.
0 ADA taken-from Monthly Reports of School,Stati-stics, Proceedings, Board of Education,

City of Chicago, for the relevant years. -.. .'

I
7

aSchool age = 5-13. #

I

b
Schbol age = 14-17.

, 1 0 ,
-t 8

S _
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TABLE 9.

Average Daily Attendance_and Per Pupil Expenditure, Chicago,Public SchoOls, 1930-1970

TCT

Calendar-

Year

Average Daily Attendance Per Pupil Expenditure in Constanta and Current Dollars

Number
of

Teachers

Average,

Daily
Attendance.

ADA
per

ielacher

Elementary Jr. High High School Total

Con-
stant

Cur-
rent

Con-

stant
Cur-

rent
Con-
stant

$

Cur-

rent
Con-

stant
Curl'

.rent
$

192 13,115 433,231 33.0
255 166

1935 s, '12,734 435,094 34.2
336 1974,

1940. .13,79p 404,80a 29,3
239, 143

1945 12,321 330,1Z2 26.8
330 254

1950 12,916 331,019 25.6
273 281

1955 13,692 372,505, ' 27.2 285 327' 425 487 319- 365

1960 427,894 25.8 344 435 4? 481 608 403 510.q,

1969 20,768 491,786 23.7 367 494 . 496 668 459 618

1970 24,144 502,778 20.8 510 845' 752 1246. 715 1186

1979 25,514 411,234 16.1 635 1940 753 2300 670 2045c

1

SOURCES; Monthly Reports of School Statistics, troceedLnag, Bodrd of Education, City f Chicago,
.for. the relevant years.

.
1

.. 4,
. '

. Data on per pupil expenditure computed from Annual FinancialReports, in Prsweedings, Board
of Education,'City of Chicago. " ,

--

.

.

NOTES: a.1z1947-1949 1.00.
eb. Data for 1930 is not available. 1931 has been used. r.,c. Figures for 1979 obtained from Sttiff of BoardOf 'Education, and strict comparability with ;tprevious years cannot be assured. ,'

4 )
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Chicago's

Table 10.
. . .

Share of Fedeial Vocatiohal Education Dollars Spent in
. Fiscal Year 1978 ,

. .

'1/4!

98.

A

,

Expenditures in Chicago's Percentage

Chicago Illinois,4 of Illinois' Federal p .

Basic Grant
Allocation to

. t

Secondary Schools $1,822,278 $12,368,560 14.7%

Jr

Basic Grant..

Allodation to All
Institutions, ' 2,963,144 18,631,528 15.9%

All Non-discretionary
Allodations 3,590,776 25,702,042 14.0%

O
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Footnotes*

, It
.., *1. We haVe been assisted in the preparation,of this paper by John Gent,

Carol Peterson, and, especially, by Sandra Prolman, who interviewed
numerous school officials aid helped prepare a* preliminary analysis
of thedata.. . ., .

i

Numerous documents and interviews related .to.,Chicago vocational
education provided the primary, information sources for this paper._ .
Apart from specific sources cited in the teXt, we examined -the annual
and five-year vocational education program plans and accountability
reports -.ofthe'State' of Illinois as well as various other background ..

materials generously provided by school and CETA officials,. Various
offices of the Chicago Board of Education and-Mayor's Office of
Employment and Training, and archival mat -rials. from the Citizens'
Schools Committee, also provide8 valuable nformafion. Interviews.

were conducted with nearly tort), local exp its on vocational education,
including vocational high school principals and asioniate administra-
tors, state and city vocational education department adMiniatrators,
representatives of various federally-sponsored training programs,
former, board of education members, vocational high school teachers and
students, and'representatives of private organizations sponsoring
training programs. s

--.. e..

4

2. Whites In'Chicago are less racially isolated than they were In' 1970 , .

but - .there has been little change in the degree of car...4.al isolation.

among blades. Only 28 pee cent of white students were in schools more
than five per cent black *in 1970; in 1979, 62.1 per cent of white
elementary pupils ancj 03.9 per cent of white secondary pupils were in
schools with at leaSt 25 per eent minority populations. Even so, only
thiee per' cent of blacks in elementary school, and eight.per cent of
blacks in gecondary school 'Attended schools with mbree.than 35 per cent

white enrollment. In1970, 4'7.per cent bf the city's black pupils were
in schools more than 50 Per cent white....(The 1979' data is from'Board
of Education,Octcber,, 1979; 1070 data is from *Peterson, 1976; p. 143.)'

3. We*are not the only .oneS to have observed this tension within the voca-
tional education`movement. Katt (1979) states!' "Tlie sharpest -dispute

was whether vocational eduCation'should train young' people in specific ,.
occupational skills or provide them with a vocatiOnal'orientation and
general concepts about industrial processes . . . This disagreement
led, to a !related dispute over whether vocational education should be -.
adminIstered separately from, general education . `. (pp. 134-35).

Infoimation ZETA centers is limited by resournes available for this
research. Athongti we believe that the generalizations in the text are
accurate, they are baid:oh.smaller numbed of observations than were.
made of-vocational education progtams carried out by the Board of
Education. l

\44
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